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SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE "CITY OF SIN": WINDSOR, ONTARIO,
1965-1980
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND HISTORIOGRAPHY

This research project is a feminist labour history of bar waitresses in Windsor,
Ontario between 1965 and 1980. Inspiration for this project comes from my personal
experiences with sexual harassment while working part-time at several licensed
establishments in Windsor between 1998 and 2006, as a waitress, a go-go dancer, and
more recently as a bartender at a local pub. My experiences as a bar worker have taught
me that women in bars are expected to tolerate a certain amount of sexual harassment 1
and sexual objectification2 in order to be considered by most employers as a good
employee and by customers as a "nice girl" who deserves a decent tip. Overall, my
personal experience has taught me bar labour can be a dangerous profession for women
because sexual attention -wanted or unwanted- is a central part of the job.
Between 1965 and 1980 the bar trade in Ontario was reorganized as women's
work; licensed establishments became segmented, while heterosexual gender roles
obscured that sexual objectification and sexual harassment were an implicit problem for
female bar workers. This project examines sexual harassment and sexual objectification
of women bar workers using Windsor, Ontario during the post World War Two era as a
case study. Windsor has a rich history associated with the liquor trade in the rum running
1

Catharine Mackinnon, Sexual Harassment of Working Women: A Case of Sex Discrimination (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 1. "Sexual harassment, most broadly defined, refers to the unwanted
imposition of sexual requirements in the context of a relationship of unequal power."
2
Lisa Adkins, Gendered Work: Sexuality, Family and Labour Market (Philadelphia: Open University Press,
1995), 34, quoting Catharine Mackinnon, Feminism, Marxism, Method, and the State: An Agenda for
Theory (Signs, Vol. 7, No.3, 1982), 283. "The central social process or dynamic of the eroticisation of
dominance and submission, and the creation of sexualized inequality is sexual objectification, that is the
reduction of women to sexual objects or things to be used."
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days and prohibition of the 1920s and 1930s. However, the post World War Two era
offers another perspective on the trade in Windsor long after prohibition, at a point when
legislation regulating the liquor trade was loosening gender, class and sexual restrictions
and women were taking over traditional male jobs.
Windsor was chosen as the case study for this research project because presently
the city has gained notoriety as the "City of Sin", or "Tijuana North". 3 The Windsor bar
trade is overrun with nightclubs that host partially nude "hot body" contests. As well, the
city boasts numerous strip clubs that permit full nudity. The Windsor bar scene today
caters to masculine sexual desires, through the entertainment offered, as well as through
elaborate marketing techniques that depict young sexy women, willing to pleasure men,
as the type of women who patronize the bars. This study began with the question, have
Windsor bars always been a sight for the exploitation of female sexuality? This question,
combined with my own experience as a woman working in the Windsor bar trade
prompted a historical case study of Windsor bars, with a focus on sexual harassment of
women bar workers. Chapter two outlines the methodology used to conduct the oral
interviews that form the bulk of evidence to support this argument. Chapter three begins
with an outline of the legislative and structural changes to the bar trade in Ontario
highlighting the affects on the Windsor bar trade beginning in 1947, while the majority of
chapter three focuses upon the workers experiences with sexual objectification and sexual
harassment.
In this chapter the historical writing on the experiences of waitresses, cocktail
waitresses, and barmaids will be examined. The literature reveals that historians have
Chris Homsey and Erin Pooley, "Bawdy Image Haunts City; 'Hell ofa Party' Here, But Has It Gone Too
Far?" The Windsor Star, 23 August 2003, sec. Al. Front.
3

2

examined waitress or barmaid labour in terms of gender, race, class, and sexuality.
Scholarly literature on waitresses in North America from a sociological perspective will
also be examined. The sociological studies are used as primary sources that offer cultural
snapshots of waitress work in the past. This chapter reviews the scholarly literature on
women's bar labour to identify social and cultural factors affecting women's labour in the
bar atmosphere. Some of these include the "joking" relationship, parasexuality, pub
culture, drink culture, gendered power dynamics, and sexual harassment.
In 1920 Frances Donovan, an upper class, educated, white woman, conducted a
sociological study of waitresses in Chicago, Illinois.4 Donovan became a waitress, and
her study offers both first-hand experience and upper-class social commentary on the
status of waitresses and the labour conditions in the food and beverage service trade.
Donovan revealed that waitresses were mostly uneducated and belonged to the working
class. Single women, married women, and mothers became waitresses because the job
offered flexibility and a chance to make a decent wage. 5 Waitress work, however, was
viewed as a threat to the morality of working-class women by the middle, and upper-class
women. As a result, the labour movement sought to improve working-class women's
morality that was articulated in the second bylaw for the Waitress Alliance: "2-To
improve its members mentally, physically and morally, and to obtain for its members
proper working conditions."6 Although the bylaw suggests that the moral character of the
waitress might have been an issue, the focus of the bylaw was to promote the overall well
being of waitresses, which included ensuring a "proper" work environment. Donovan
4

Frances Donovan, The Woman Who Waits (New York: Arno Press, 1974).
Ibid., 134. See also, 118. No specific references were made about waitresses of African American
descent. Racial prejudice common to the period may have kept black women from working as waitresses in
establishments alongside white women.
6
Ibid., 185.
5

3

described the waitress as "a Bohemian."7 Stereotypes pertaining to the low moral and
bohemian character of the waitress were in sharp contrast to the "Cult of True
Womanhood," a gender ideology that had governed the morality and behaviour of
nineteenth-century upper and middle-class women.

Higher status women judged

working-class women who did not always prescribe to this ideology because of their
economic or class position.
The negative moral stereotypes attached to waitresses came, in part, because of
the intimate nature and sexual tone of waitress work. Donovan referred to this as the
"game" of service work. 8 She explained that success in the game was dependant upon
such variables as race, age, beauty, ability to flatter and flirt with customers, and lastly
upon experience in service.

9

Donovan suggests that sexuality was woven into the

tipping exchange and played a weighty role in the economic success of waitresses, who
had a better chance of getting tips when they served male customers. 10
The waitress used her sex appeal with male customers to influence her economic
success and men were the most likely to leave a tip. Donovan states that wages for
waitresses were very low and the women became dependent upon tips for economic
survival. 11 In most cases, the customers expected individual attention, intimate but not

7

Ibid., 140.
Ibid., 196. The game in waitress work refers to the ability of the worker to flatter and entertain the
guest/customer. How the waitress goes about this personal aspect of her work depends on the social ability
of the waitress but also depends upon the needs and desires of the customer. The problem arises for
waitresses when the customer infers his desire for sexual attention. The waitress is forced to entertain the
customer's desires to a certain degree in order to secure a decent tip.
9
Ibid., 96. Age limited the type of work as well as the financial opportunities for waitress/service women.
The example Donovan gives came as a result of her leaving a low paying job. The older waitress became
emotional when faced with the reality of her low wages "Her eyes filled with tears as she replied, you are
young, girlie, you can afford to be independent, but I am old. If I give up this job, where can I get
another?"
10
Ibid., 200-201.
11
Ibid., 101. "It's hard for a decent quiet girl to make tips anywhere."
8

4

always sexual, from the waitress. 12 Donovan, however, suggests that the waitress knew
sexual attention was expected by some male customers and could elicit a better tip. She
did not see the "sex game" 13 as an imposition upon the women or a condition of their
work that exposed them to the threat of sexual coercion. Instead, she viewed the "sex
game in the waitress world" as a moral failure of society, though most of her indignation
was aimed at the behavior of the waitress, revealing the class and gender bias against
women who expressed their sexuality. 14 According to Donovan, the "sex game" made
waitress work dangerous for women, but she felt the women invited the sexual advances
from men in order to afford luxurious gifts and clothing. 15 Here again Donovan's class
bias is revealed as she saw the waitresses' want of luxury to be outside of their class
privilege and a source of their degradation. Donovan did not see that the waitress was
expected to sell her sexuality on the job and used it to her advantage to gain economic
security and raise her class status, if only through the illusion of material wealth.
Donovan concludes that the character of the waitress, her carefree lifestyle and
sexual attitude were to blame for her poor economic and social status. 16

Her

preoccupation with the morality and lifestyle of the waitress revealed the negative stigma
that the upper and middle classes attached to waitresses and their labour. Donovan states
that the waitress was not exploited, even though her economic security, in the form of a
tip, was dependant on her intimate, and sometimes sexual, interactions with customers. 17
Donovan's conclusions are indicative of her upper-class bias. She ignores the fact that

12 Ibid., 101.

13
14
15

Ibid., 101.
Ibid., 219.
Ibid., 212-215.
16
Ibid., 227.
17
Ibid., 43.
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the waitress's "sexual freedom", came as a result of low wages. little or no ioh security,
sexual exploitation, negative social stigma, and a conditional level of economic freedom.
In her historical study of waitress unions in United States during the twentieth
century, Dorothy Cobble reveals the existence of sexual divisions of labour, gender
hierarchies, and gender and racial stereotypes.

Cobble's research of union records

indicates that waitresses formed sizeable all female unions between 1900 and 1970. 18 She
compared waitress unions to women's needle trade unions in the United States and
determined that waitress unions were similarly formed under the umbrella of men's
unions.19 Waitress unions faced competition with male waiter unions related to sexual
divisions of labour, gender, wages, and job security. Union waitresses, just like the
waitresses in Donovan's study, endured endless cycles of public criticism in their quest
for public approval of their labour.
Cobble identifies the 1930s and the post World War Two era as the two most
formidable periods in the organization of waitress unions in the United States. 20 White
women were employed in the 1930s because they provided a source of cheap labour.
During the depression, they replaced black men and women who faced discrimination in
the service trades. 21 In the post World War Two period women of all races and cultures
entered the trade although a hierarchy of race existed within the service industry. 22 The
feminization of the service trades did not occur equally across the country; it was dictated

Dorothy Sue Cobble, Dishing It Out: Waitresses and Their Unions in the Twentieth Century (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1991), 61.
19
lbid., 5. Cobble indicates that waitress unions were formed under the umbrella of HERE Hotel
Employees and Restaurant Employees, a male union that covered bartenders, cooks and waiters.
20
Ibid., 26-27. Cobble discusses the feminization of the service industry and indicates that the 1930's and
post WWII era as periods with the greatest influx of women into the trade.
21
Ibid., 26.
22
lbid., 27.
18

6

by regional growth within the industry. 23 Feminization of the service industry was a
gradual process influenced by expansion in the industry and social categories such as sex,
race, and gender-determined women's status within the trade.
Even with union organization, sexual divisions of labour structured the service
industry. 24 Men continued to dominate the higher status positions within the upper-class
dining establishments while women populated the lower waged, working-class
establishments such as breakfast and lunch counters. 25 The union helped to narrow the
wage gap between men and women, but the sexual division of labour placed men in the
establishments where the tips were more lucrative, namely, supper work, nightclub work,
and liquor service. 26 Cobble suggests that between 1930 and 1970 male unionists used
contract legislation rooted in sexual divisions of labour to prohibit women from moving
into high-end (male) service jobs, specifically the job of bartender. 27 Gender distinctions
and male dominance in lucrative establishments kept women subordinate in the service
trade even after they outnumbered men.
Serving alcohol was viewed as men's work. White waitress unionists prevented
blanket legislation from being passed that would prohibit them from serving alcohol, but
they conceded that mixing liquor was a male preserve. 28 Black waitresses, on the other
hand, would not concede that bar work was a male preserve. 29 Many of them worked as
cocktail waitresses in large centers such as Chicago. 30 Racial stereotypes, such as the

23

Ibid., 27.
Ibid., 27.
25
Ibid., 156.
26
Ibid., 156.
27
Ibid., 159.
28
Ibid., 159.
29
Ibid., 170.
30
Ibid., 158-159.
24
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loose sexual character of black women, permitted their work in taverns while white
women did not enter the bar trade in any s1Li..:ablc numbers until l 'J70.-'

1

Like Donovan, Cobble found that waitress \Vork represented a fine line between
customer service and sexual service. She writes, "Sexuality was always a double-edged
sword for waitresses because its expression enhanced their earnings while lowering their
status."32 Waitresses relied on their beauty, charm, and wit to satisfy the customer and
make tips. 33

According to Cobble, "Waitresses walked a fine line: unlike middle-class

women, they wanted to express their sexuality, but they sought to do so without losing
control over the uses of that sexuality. They wanted to determine by whom and for what
ends it was to be used."34 Waitresses used their sexuality in the public sphere to make a
profit but demanded control over their sexuality.

This careful negotiation often

contradicted the morals of a society that expected women's expression of sexuality to be
discreet and largely controlled by men.
As American standards of beauty changed with fashion culture, waitress uniforms
became more provocative. 35 Employers encouraged women to utilize their sex appeal to
attract customers and continuously devised ways to capitalize upon the beauty and sex
appeal of the waitress.36 By the 1970s waitresses' objections to seductive uniforms as
exploitative and demeaning also arose, although opinions were mixed. 37 The rejection of
uniforms by some waitresses and not by others was a result of sexual politics, the
converging ideologies of sexual liberation, women's liberation, and the moral ideologies
31

Ibid., 170.
Ibid., 6.
33
Ibid., 127.
34
Ibid., 127.
35
Ibid., 130. Cobble indicates that most challenges to scanty waitress uniforms lay dormant until the
1970s.
36
Ibid., 44.
37
Ibid., 131.
32

8

of traditional waitresses. 38

Employers' enforcement of sexy uniforms was also a

manipulation ofwomen's sexuality for capital gain.
Cobble did not address sexual harassment in any depth, but she contends that all
waitresses experienced it regardless of their age or race. 39 She describes a few cases
where union locals fought against the "ungentlemanly or immoral" behaviour ofbosses.40
Bosses might put pressure on waitresses through suggestive approaches for sexual
favours and women who worked in the trade any considerable length oftime were aware
that their refusal was a common reason for dismissal. 41 Prior to World War II waitresses
were more likely to hold full-time positions. After the war, part-time work became more
predominant, perhaps making instances ofsexual harassment less well known. 42
Many union grievances in the 1960s and 1970s were over the issue of sex
discrimination. 43 The most notabl� fight was against the Playboy Clubs' self-proclaimed
right to discharge waitresses who had "lost their bunny image."44 Waitresses wanted
control over their sexuality, but the unwritten rules ofbeauty and sexuality, that governed
all women in society, further objectified women in the service industry.
The 1950s through the 1970s, Cobble contends, represented instability, upheaval
and decline for waitress unions. The service industry had grown exponentially, which
increased both the numbers of establishments and the number of workers that were

38

Ibid., 131.
Ibid., 44.
40
Ibid., 131.
41
Ibid., 44. Cobble, Dishing it out, quoting Loretta Szeliga Interview, conducted by Bea Lemisch for the
"Grandma was an Activist Project", (Tamiment Library, RWA-NYU, 1981).
42
Ibid., 195.
43
Ibid., 128-129.
44
Ibid., 129. "Bunnies claimed that defects cited in the Playboy literature included 'crinkling eyelids,
sagging breasts, varicose veins, stretch marks, crepey necks, and drooping derrieres' as loss of bunny image
and legitimate grounds for dismissal."
39

9

unionized.45 Younger women entered the service trade and conflicts arose with the older
waitress unionists. Older waitresses wanted to maintain gender divisions within the union
while younger waitresses, influenced by second wave feminism, wanted to eradicate the
gender divisions to achieve equality with men.46

New capitalist strategies of

segmentation in the service industry coupled with gender conflicts brought about the
decline of waitress unions.
In the 1970s, two social anthropologists, James Spradley and Brenda Mann,
researched the cultural meaning of femininity in the United States through the experience
of the cocktail waitress.47

Mann secured employment as a cocktail waitress in an

unidentified but "typical American bar."48 Bars in the 1970s employed hundreds of
thousands of women, almost always as cocktail waitresses. 49 Like Donovan and Cobble's
studies, Spradley and Mann reveal that the social attitudes and behaviour toward cocktail
waitresses were highly sexualized, stereotyped, and gendered.

They describe these

behaviours as part of the social context of traditional gender roles that dictate how men
.
and women mteract
wit. h one another.so
Like Donovan and Cobble, Spradley and Mann identify a strict hierarchy based
upon gender and sexual divisions of labour. 51 Women worked as cocktail waitresses and
men worked as owners, managers, and bartenders. The workplace hierarchy placed
women in roles subordinate to men. The bartender was recognized as a position of

45

Ibid., 196.
Ibid., 198.
47
Ibid., 12, 144.
48
James Spradley and Brenda J. Mann, The Cocktail Waitress: Women's Work in a Man's World (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1975), 15. Spradley and Mann define the bar as typical because they believe that
"Brady' s Bar" was representative of a mainstream American bar and bar culture.
49
Ibid., 145.
50
Ibid.
51
Ibid., 32.
46

10
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authority in the eyes of both the patrons and the rest of the bar staff. 52 Spradley and
Mann indicated that jobs in the bar were assigned a gender specific value.

53

The

researchers suggested that all routine tasks performed by the workers in the bar became a
symbol of [their] sexuality. 54
Spradley and Mann explained that the waitress was the lowest on the formal
employee hierarchy, and on the informal hierarchy that governed the bar, the waitress was
valued less than "regulars," the habitual male customers.55 Spradley and Mann argue that
the informal hierarchy had more impact upon the work experience of the waitress than the
formal hierarchy.56

The informal hierarchy created a level of competition between

waitresses. 57 "The girls in the bar depend on male approval for their sense of well
being... This feature of bar social structure has important consequences for female bonds,
often weakening them and creating divisions among the waitresses."58 Waitresses were
placed in competition with one another for tips and for male approval. Waitresses and
female customers were also placed in conflict with one another. Spradley and Mann
reported that waitresses often saw female customers as a nuisance and identified them as
"real bitches."59 Overall, the women in the bar, both workers and customers, were
divided and emotionally isolated from each other, as they competed for male approval,
and because of the informal and formal structures that governed gender roles.

52

Ibid., 62.
Ibid., 35.
54
Ibid., 34.
55
Ibid., 62, 70. "Regulars," those patrons who frequent the bar on a routine basis.
56
Ibid., 70.
57
Ibid., 74.
58
lbid., 75.
59
Ibid., 84 . Interestingly enough female customers were located at the very bottom of the formal and
informal hierarchy within the bar.
53
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Male approval and the relationship between men and women in the bar were
mediated through what the researchers identified as the "joking relationship."60 The
popularity of a cocktail waitress with her coworkers and her customers was determined
by her ability to negotiate the parameters of this relationship. "The subject matter of
joking relationships ...centers on insults made in jest, direct references to sexual
behaviour, comments about anatomical features with sexual meanings, and related topics
normally taboo for conversations between men and women."61 Women where expected
to maintain a subordinate position to men and be careful not to insult the male ego while
participating in the joking relationship.62 In contrast, men in the bar were able to "joke"
freely and insult women at work based upon their appearance, their gender, and sex.63
The waitresses revealed they had no effective means of getting back at the men when they
made sexual comments or insults.64

Spradley and Mann suggest that the "joking

relationship" is an "asymmetrical relationship, one that continues to express the accepted
cultural definitions of sexual identity in the bar," namely, the low object status of the
female. 65
Spradley and Mann never questioned the validity of the joking relationship, even
when waitresses themselves indicated their discomfort with the "jokes".66 They did
recognize, however, that the maintenance of an environment that reflected masculine
values involved calling public attention to the waitress as sexual objects.67 The term
sexual harassment was not used in the study to identify the insults; however, Spradley and
60

Ibid., 91.
Ibid., 95.
62
Ibid., 93.
63
Ibid., 100.
64
Ibid., 97.
65
Ibid.
66
Ibid., 91-94.
67
Ibid., 98.
61
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Mann acknowledge that it is a relationship that is an expression of unequal power and the
objectification of women.
Historical studies of women who \VOrked in taverns or pubs are non-existent in the
Canadian context. This is largely because women were excluded from the trade as liquor
servers. Craig Heron's study on the history of alcohol in Canada explains that women's
virtual absence as bar workers in taverns was a result of tum-of-the-century legislation
that prohibited them from serving alcohol in licensed establishments. 68
Most of the concern over the presence of barmaids in Canada pertained to
morality and gender.

Heron attributes this to bourgeois-class concerns over the

immorality of working-class women who entered the tavem. 69 Heron points out that it
was not until the 1960s that women became legal to serve alcohol in beverage rooms. 70
Prior to the l 960s men dominated bar service as waiters and bartenders in beer parlours.
The historiography of bar culture in Canada is also scant; most studies focus upon
the period prior to the twentieth century; and the studies all tend to characterize the tavern
as predominantly a social space for the male working-class. In his study of beer parlours
in Vancouver, however, Robert Campbell argues that government regulations between
1925 and 1954, controlled alcohol consumption, as well as class, gender and sexuality. 71
Campbell views the beer parlour as a space for the formation of masculine identity.
Women were excluded as workers and in most cases excluded or heavily regulated as
patrons. 72 Campbell points out that mostly middle and upper class moralists who put
68

Craig Heron, Booze: A Distilled History (Toronto: B�tween the Lines, 2003), 112.
Ibid., 113.
70
Ibid., 336. Refers to the year 1961 when two women were hired as the first 'barmaids' in Winnipeg's
beer parlours.
71
Robert A. Campbell, Sit Down and Drink Your Beer: Regulating Vancouver's Beer Parlours. 1925-1954
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), 127-128.
72 Ibid., 55.
69
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pressure on pub owners undertook the regulation of beer parlours and government
legislators after prohibition had ended. 73 Men were the primary workers as owners,
bartenders, and waiters. Women servers were very rare in British Columbia according to
Campbell. 74
Women customers were forced into segregated drinking spaces in the "Ladies and
Escorts" sections of the beer parlour. 75

Women's presence in public drinking spaces

such as beer parlours often brought on accusations of low morality and prostitution. 76
Social reformers used the rhetoric of decency to keep women out of the pubs. As well,
women's access was also restricted based on the gender assumption that their primary
role as women was as mothers. 77 Campbell asserts that female sexuality was always
more heavily regulated than male sexuality in the beer parlour. He writes, "Men were
chastised but not condemned for illicit sex, as long as their actions remained
heterosexual."78 Even in the spread of venereal disease, the woman prostitute (often
operating out of beer parlours) was blamed, not her male client. 79 Racial segregation
occurred against visibly non-white groups and was often linked to gender, especially if a
black man accompanied a white woman to the beer parlour. 80 That a black man and a
white woman could not accompany each other in public drinking spaces as a couple
reveals the racism of the era.

73

Ibid., 55.
Ibid., 34.
75
Ibid., 61.
76
Ibid., 52.
77
Ibid., 67.
78
Ibid., 75.
79
Ibid., 60.
80
Ibid., 105.
74
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In 1947, the Liquor Control Board of British Columbia approved licensed cocktail
lounges. 81 Campbell notes that the new cocktail lounges became the domain of the
respectable middle class, "whose restrained consumption of spirits would contrast with
the excessive beer swilling of the parlours' clientele."82 The mixed-gender sociability of
cocktail lounges was in stark contrast to the gender-segregated beer parlour, and is
indicative of middle and upper class preoccupations with controlling the leisure, sex and
the alcohol consumption habits of the working class, while openly expressing their own.
Regulation of gender, class, race, and sexuality in the beer parlours or public houses
shaped the terms of access for women. Unescorted female patrons were sexualized and
constructed as prostitutes in the presence of heterosexual masculinity. 83 The power
dynamics of male dominance and female inferiority were transferred to the relationships
inside the bar.

The constructs of sex and gender that influenced the behaviour of

heterosexual men and women after World War II are fundamental to understanding how
women bar workers were treated in the workplace.
Craig Heron examines the culture of alcohol consumption in Canada. He provides
a useful analysis of male and female heterosexuality in the pub as it developed over time.
After the 1950s, Heron states cocktail lounges that catered to middle- and upper-class
clientele allowed women and men to enter on their own, which created much more active
sexual marketplaces. 84 Heron points out that between the late 1960s and early 1970s the
baby boom generation and the sexual politics of that generation challenged government

81

Ibid., 111.
Ibid., 111.
83
Ibid., 52.
84
Ibid., 328-329.

82
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regulation of sexual morality in public drinking space.85 In his analysis, the middle class
were permitted access to sexuality, especially female sexuality, in public drinking space,
while the working class's access to sexuality was very much controlled through gender
segregation of public houses.
In the Australian context, historian Diane Kirkby identifies the barmaid as an
iconic figure central to the masculine identity of the pub and mythic in public historical
memory and consciousness. 86 Using photographs, ephemera, legislation, union records,
popular memory, journal entries, and oral interviews, Kirkby pieces together the history
of the barmaid from colonial times to the 1990s.
Kirkby explains that"barmaid," was a viable occupation and important source of
income for women dating back to the 1790s.87 Despite their lengthy tenure as workers in
the liquor service industry, barmaids in Australia were subjected to sexual divisions of
labour, gender oppressive social attitudes, and sexual coercion and insults within the bar
trade. 88 Kirkby states that" ... Once men took on higher paying jobs within the colony,
then lower paying jobs left open to women, such as barmaid, became sexualized."89 Bar
work in Australia, similar to service trade labour in North America only became
sexualized once women began to replace men in the industry.
Legislation affected regulation of the service and sale of alcohol. The legislative
changes reflected social attitudes toward the consumption of alcohol and influenced
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barmaid labour. 90 The Victorian period brought more settlers to Australia, and brought
strong legislation that prohibited women from public consumption of alcohol and
attempts to eliminate barmaids from the liquor trade. 91 The public distaste for barmaids
in the Victorian period influenced legislative prohibitions although their effects were
regional. 92 Not all states in Australia opted to take legislative or aggressive action to
remove barmaids from liquor service. Legislation was dictated by fluctuations in class
morality, changes in leisure patterns, and the attitudes toward the consumption of
alcohol. 93
Kirkby considers the importance of the barmaid as an occupation for women, but
she also focuses on how the imagery attached to the barmaid constructs meanings about
gender and sexuality. She reveals that the controversial image and reputation of the
barmaid was dictated by the moral consciousness of the society. In the Victorian period,
the barmaid represented a danger to men's sexuality, but by the tum of the twentieth
century, the barmaid presented a danger to her own sexuality.94 Ultimately, the barmaid
was an icon for male and female sexuality both inside and outside the pub.

Like

Donovan's waitresses, Kirkby discovered that, "The barmaid was not only the symbol of
men's desires for drink; she was also symptomatic of women's desires for independence,
glamour, work, mixed company, freedom, sexual experience, and alcohol."95 Barmaids,
like the waitresses in Donovan's study, were treated as inferior to men and stereotyped as
sexually loose women.
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Kirkby indicates that sexual harassment was an issue for barmaids, but it only
became a topic for public scrutiny after 1980.96 The personal recollections of two
barmaids, one from a barmaid working in the 1950s and the other from a barmaid in the
1970s indicate that, "Being subjected to sexual innuendo and overtures from customers,
and sometimes to abuse was a reality of the job."97 Kirkby states that in the 1980s
feminists began to attack men's improper behaviour toward barmaids.98 Kirkby further
explains that some barmaids may have welcomed the negotiation of sexuality in the
workplace because it disguised the actual drudgery of their daily work.99 Barmaids,
Kirkby contends had to perform and negotiate the boundaries of commercialized sex
under the pressure of the male gaze, a job duty not expected of 'barmen' .100 She also
explains that the segmentation of the Australian bar trade in the 1970s and 1980s occurred
rapidly from gender-segregated drinking spaces to a proliferation of "topless" and nude
entertainment which created greater pressure on barmaids to exploit their sexuality. 101
She suggests that barmaids have historically been constructed as a sexual object of
"fantasy" and their workplace has been constructed as a space for sexualized encounters
that barmaids have to simultaneously repel and attract. 102 It is evident that sexual
divisions of labour existed in the Australian bar trade. It is also clear that as the bar trade
became segmented the trade itself was organized as a sexualized space.
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Peter Bailey examines the character of the Victorian Britain barmaid in terms of
"parasexuality". 103 Bailey defined the term as the controlled expression of masculine
sexuality mediated in the public space of the bar. 104 Bailey claims that the modernization
of public drinking spaces coincided with a decisive shift in the public's interest in
sexuality. 105 Bailey sees the role of the "barmaid" as a site to explore how Victorian
society managed both male and female sexuality. British barmaids, like their Australian
sisters, were visible in the bar trade and represented the sexual desires of both men and
women, albeit in very different ways. Barmaid labour began as an extension of domestic
work, but it developed into a viable yet sexually stigmatized means of employment for
independent and married working-class women.

106

In England during the 1830s, the

barmaid was rapidly transformed from serving wench into the focal point and object of
male desire in the pub.107 Working-class women sought after the job of barmaid because
it offered economic opportunity and a chance to express female sexuality.
According to Bailey the Victorian barmaid was foremost a physical object who
adorned the bar and catered to masculine sexual desires.108 He examines two paintings
that illustrate the barmaid on the job. In both instances, the barmaid was presented as an
object of male desire.109 The barmaid serves the alcohol but also serves as a sexual
conquest for the customer. The bar counter provides "separation but it also allows
flirtation and the rehearsal of sexual exploit."110 The barmaid as sexual conquest is a
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challenge and presents an opportunity for the male customer to practice the male sexual
prowess.111 For Bailey the barmaid exists in both illustration and reality as an object of
glamour, a manifestation of female sex roles. All her sexual power is a result of how she
is defined by masculine sexual priorities.112
The image of the barmaid as glamour icon, Bailey argues, obstructs the reality of
barmaid as an occupation for women. The barmaid was a sought after occupation for
working class and bourgeois women because it offered great economic potential.113 He
adds that the number of women outnumbered the number of available jobs because the
rate of remuneration in this period was "high compared to other semi-skilled female
occupations," even though the twentieth century concept of tipping the barmaid was
largely prohibited in Victorian Britain. 114 Although the barmaid did stand to make more
money than working-class women did in other occupations, her career was often short
lived because standards of glamour, youth, and beauty determined her occupational value.
The historical literature confirms that waitresses, especially barmaids, were
socially constructed as sex objects and expected to cater to masculine sexual desires
through their sexual appeal and appearance. Heterosexual sex and gender roles of the
past scripted female bar workers as objects of male sexual conquest. These roles were
then played out in the masculine space of the bar. Valerie Hey's study of pub culture in
England between 1840 and 1940 suggests that the British public house existed in the
social consciousness and in reality as a place of male bonding and reinforced masculine

Ibid., 152. "Distance not only sustains and protects the magical property that is commonly recognized in
glamour, but also heightens desire through the tension generated by the separation of the glamour object
and the beholder, a separation that also functions to limit the expression or consummation of desire."
112
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. 115 H ey exp1ams th at women were on1y granted access to the pub if men escorted
1'dentity.
them; the barmaid and the prostitute were tolerated in this masculine space and partly
encouraged to meet the sexual needs of men. 116 She argues that women's access to the
pub was always defined by masculine ideas about women's sexuality, and men's needs
for social, domestic, and sexual servicing."117
Hey identifies pub culture as patriarchal. She draws her conclusions from three
case studies of pub culture: a Victorian London study, a study from the post World War
Two period and the third study of a rural pub in the 1960s. She identifies consistent
trends in men and women's behaviour over time. The most glaring realization was that
men could only express themselves in a bar in terms of abuse and contempt, and this was
especially true in their treatment of women and their treatment of other men who tried to
118
Her study
stand up for a woman who had been assaulted verbally or otherwise.

identifies the British pub as site of male initiation, perpetuation of masculine identity, and
, 119
fiema1e exc1us1on.
Hey concludes that the women's subordination to men within the pub did not
change over time. In fact, she suggests that men's attacks on women, -verbal, physical,
and sexual, - became worse as women demanded more access to the masculine leisure
space of the pub. 120 She formulates her conclusions around the question, "Why does
'having a good time' consist for men in their banding together in a misogynistic
alliance?" 121 Her overall assertions illustrate that the public house is a political institution
Valerie Hey, Patriarchy and Pub Culture (London: Tavistock Publications, 1986), 9.
Ibid., 41.
117
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118
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expressive of deeply held gender ideologies. 122 Men invariably saw women's presence in
the bar as a provocation for hostility or an opportunity for sexual interaction.
Scholars and Historians have identified sexual harassment as a historical condition
of waitress and barmaid labour. Feminists locate the root cause of sexual harassment as
the institutionalized inequality of gender roles. In short, women who work in bars are at a
higher risk for sexual harassment because sexual harassment, as Hey argues, is the typical
male response to women's presence in the bar. Moreover, waitresses have no recourse
against sexual harassment because they are isolated from the other workers through
competition in a male-dominated and sexualized space.

Male employers and male

coworkers are most likely to be in positions of authority over female bar staff, which
provides them the opportunity and advantage to sexually harass women workers. As
well, male customers seek emotional nurturing and sexual attention from the women
workers in the bar and they control the economic aspect of the tipping exchange. Both
the employer and the employee consider the "tip" as wages, while the customer views it
as a negotiable symbol or reward for a job well done. The uncertainty of the tip exchange
presents a real problem for waitresses when the negotiation of their sexuality is central to
their employment but also linked to sexual harassment. Sexual harassment is a pervasive
but underreported problem for bar workers. Women as a cultural group are socialized to
interpret men's domineering, suggestive, and abusive behaviours as "typical" or "normal"
largely because constructs of gender and sexuality depict men as dominant and females as
submissive to men in all social and sexual relationships. The expression and perpetuation
of these gender roles prevents most women bar workers from avoiding and addressing
sexual harassment on the job.
122
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY

The methods of research for the oral interviews with four women, (Marilyn, Mary
Two, Mary Kay, and Jane Doe) and one man, (Ross), who worked in Windsor bars, were
based on a set of questions that gave the participants the opportunity to tell their own
story. 123

As Julie Cruikshank writes, "Storytelling does not occur in a vacuum.

Storytellers need an audience, a response, in order to make the telling a worthwhile
experience." 124 Most of the interviews involved laughter, interaction and a sense of
understanding between the researcher and the narrators.
Oral history provided the only means available to access the richness, complexity,
and contradiction of the waitresses' experience in the workplace. "Oral interviews are
particularly valuable for uncovering women's perspectives." 125

The oral interviews

illustrate that the organization of the bar trade and the heterosexual gender roles in the
bars, satisfied masculine sexual desires at the expense of women's rights as workers.
Oral interviews provided details of "sexual harassment" as the workers themselves
defined and experienced it, which is a subject that is rarely discussed, let alone preserved
in textual documents.
The definitions of sexual harassment and sexual objectification used here come
from the feminist development of these concepts in the 1970s. In the United States,
sexual discrimination in the workplace dominated much of the political dialogue of
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feminists in the late 1960s and early l 970s. 126 In the midst of these dialogues, feminists
coined the term sexual harassment. 127

Definitions and methods to identify what

constitutes sexual harassment have been gleaned mainly from Catherine Mackinnon, an
American legal scholar and feminist who argued in the mid 1970s, that the law must
recognize sex harassment as sex discrimination of women at work because women were
sexualized and treated unequally with men on the job as a result of their gender status. 128
When she published her book, many women workers identified sexual harassment as a
pervasive, but largely ignored, problem. 129 Mackinnon proposed this definition: "Sexual
harassment, most broadly defined, refers to the unwanted imposition of sexual
requirements in the context of a relationship of unequal power." 130
Mackinnon identifies the social structures of patriarchy and capitalism, which
place women in submissive roles, as the root cause of institutionalized sexual harassment.
Mackinnon dissects the structural organization of women's labour: "Horizontal
segregation means that most women perform the jobs they do because of their gender,
with the element of sexuality pervasively implicit." 131 The second structure of labour she
explains is vertical stratification, where a hierarchy exists with women in the lowest
ranked positions. 132 Women's options within labour are tightly constrained by gender
and a hierarchy of male power that controls all chances for upward mobility. A waitress,
for instance, is a sexualized worker because she is often hired for her appearance. She
126
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occupies a low status on the employee hierarchy and relies upon tips for her economic
security. Her tips are not guaranteed, but dependant upon her customer's emotional
satisfaction. The unequal power relationship that controls "the tipping relationship" 133
leaves the waitress open to sexual harassment on a minute-to-minute basis.
Sexual harassment is part of a process of control. Mackinnon defined "quid pro

quo" as one form of sexual harassment, which means that women must comply with
sexual demands on the job or face retaliations or reprisals. 134 However, she explains that
most [emphasis mine] sexual harassment on the job falls outside the category of "quid

pro quo." Mackinnon defines the "Grey area" form of sexual harassment as harder for
women to prove because it can be verbal or non-verbal, involving innuendo, touching,
ogling, leering or sexual gestures. 135 In both cases, as Mackinnon points out, there are
usually no witnesses, which, makes the crime very difficult to prove and to prosecute.
She applies the theory of sex role conditioning to explain sexual harassment in terms of
gender: "male sex roles encourage men to be strong, aggressive, tough, dominant, and
competitive... [while] women are considered synonymous with sex, yet female sexuality
is seen as valid only under certain conditions, such as marriage." 136 Therefore, women
who express their sexuality outside of these "proper" gender roles are targets for male
sexual abuse because they are not considered "good women." 137
Mackinnon locates women's silence on the issue of sexual harassment because of
a social climate unwilling to admit sexual harassment as an issue of concern for all
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workplaces and all women regardless of race, class, sex or gender.

138

Mackinnon

explains further, " ...One function of the female sex role is to reinforce the impression,
and create the social actuality of male dominance and female subordination." 139 When
the sex role theory is applied to women who work in bars it is clear that they are at high
risk of male sexual harassment because it is their socially constructed gender role to be
sexual and act subordinate to men in a hyper-sexualized work environment.
Like Mackinnon, Canadian feminist scholars Constance Backhouse and Leah
Cohen also argue that sexual harassment affects all women-workers, regardless of class,
age, race, physical appearance, or job category.140

The researchers offered two

definitions of sexual harassment: "1) any sexually oriented practice that endangers a
woman's job, that undermines her job performance and threatens her economic
livelihood. 2) Any repeated and unwanted sexual comments, looks, suggestions, or
physical contact that you find objectionable or offensive and causes you discomfort on
the job."141 They argued that women at the bottom of the economic scale were subjected
to the grosser expressions of sexual harassment, meaning rude suggestive comments and
crass physical assaults.142 Most of the participants in the oral interviews for this study
belonged to the working class. As well, in their oral interviews most of the participants
described behaviour that fit with the feminist definitions of sexual harassment even when
the participants themselves did not use that specific terminology.
Of course, like all methods of historical inquiry, using oral history to locate sexual
harassment as a historical problem has its shortcomings. Trevor Lummis points out that,
138
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"Oral evidence is sometimes criticized on the grounds that people cannot, or do not,
distinguish with sufficient care their current ideas and those that they held at an earlier
period." 143 To avoid this conundrum, the participants were asked to specify whether their
definitions, especially those related to sexual harassment, were related to their past or
present definition of the term and their experience. All participants were able to articulate
clearly whether their views were based upon present or past knowledge.
As with all historical evidence, oral history must also pass certain tests to confirm
the credibility of the source. Thus, the interviews were supplemented by other primary
sources such as statistical data, newspaper articles, legislation, and scholarly studies. The
oral narratives often corresponded to the evidence found in liquor legislation, newspaper
articles, advertisements, and Canadian statistics.
The relationship between the participant and the researcher must also be
considered, as it is significant to the process of the oral interview. Ronald Grele defines
the relationship between the participant and researcher as central to the conversational
narrative. 144 In this study, the researcher has nine years experience working in the
Windsor bar industry as a waitress, as a go-go dancer, and as a bartender.

The

researcher's in-depth knowledge of waitress labour in the present day allowed a more
intimate understanding of the subject matter of the oral interviews.

As well, the

researcher's personal experience with sexual harassment of both the "quid pro quo" and
"Grey area" categories gave the researcher a better understanding of the complexity of

sexual harassment in the liquor trade. The researcher created the questions for each
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interview based upon knowledge of sexual harassment as an experience and a desire to
produce a thorough understanding of the topic from a historical perspective.

The

researcher, however, had no control over which questions the participants would choose
to answer, or the manner in which the participants would interpret or answer each
question. Grele explains that through this process of question, answer and narrative the
result is a relative and equivalent relation between the participant and the researcher
because the result is an historical view equal to and independent of the historian. 145 The
researcher combined structured interview questions with conversation to give participants
room to tell the story that they wanted to tell.
In the construction of this text, the researcher was careful to draw attention only to
the words used by the participants in their private interviews. Shema Gluck and Daphe
Patai stress that, "The researcher must always remain attentive to the moral dimensions of
interviewing and aware that she is there to follow the narrator's lead, to honour her
integrity and privacy, not to intrude into areas that the narrator has chosen to hold
back." 146 In two of the interviews, the researcher instinctively felt that the participants
were guarded with their answers on the topic of sexual harassment.

The researcher

indicated at the outset of all oral interviews that the participants could refuse to answer
any questions during the course of the interview and therefore did not pressure
participants to answer questions when they appeared uneasy with the question.
The oral history for this study is based upon one and one-half hour-long private
interview with five individuals who worked in the Windsor bar industry between 1955
and 1980. Permission to conduct the oral interviews for this research was granted by the
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Research Ethics Board at the University of Windsor. All of the interviews have been
transcribed to allow for footnotes and ease of reference.

Cruikshank writes that,

"Converting spoken conversations to written text also raises questions about the 'texture'
of oral narratives." 147 As in Cruikshank's work, to replicate the narrative cadence of the
interviews, the participant's responses in this study are often separated from the body of
the text, and a dash is used to indicate a pause, while a blank line is added to indicate a
change of subject. 148 Each interview consisted of thirty-five, direct and open-ended
questions (see Appendix A). 149 The direct questions pertain to the age, race, gender,
marital status, occupation, and period that each individual worked in Windsor. Several
questions also pertain to the types of establishment that each person worked in, as well as
the gender divisions that may have existed in each place of employment. Open-ended
questions were asked about their personal experiences on the job with a focus on non
sexual relationships between bosses, co-workers, and customers. Open-ended questions
were also asked about their knowledge of the term sexual harassment and the
participants' experience, if any, with sexual harassment in the workplace from bosses,
coworkers, and customers. The open-ended style of questions allowed more opportunity
for the participants to share their stories as bar workers.
To gather participants, initially, an advertisement was placed in the local Coffee
News, a popular and well-circulated Windsor newsletter (see Appendix B).
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A

connection with the first participant was established by this method. The second subject
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was a referral from subject one, but she dropped out of the study. 151 The third, fourth and
fifth candidates were referrals that came because of private conversations held by the
researcher with her current coworkers, bosses, and customers in the service trade. This
network-based approach worked best for finding participants for the project.
Nevertheless, this approach did not always result in finding a new participant. The
interviews that were conducted provide an un<lerstanding of Windsor bar culture in its
historical context.
An interview was conducted with a male participant for gammg a man's
perspective on the subject of sexual harassment in the Windsor bar trade. It was hoped
that this perspective would provide insight into the masculine experience, interpretation
of, and response to sexual harassment in the workplace. Although partially achieved,
more attention to male perspectives on sexual harassment is needed in future studies.
Unfortunately, there seemed to be less opportunity to interview men. It is possible that
men were difficult to find as participants because their role in the industry was declining
during the period under consideration. Another possible explanation is that men feel
awkward discussing sexual harassment, and thus refrained from participation in the study.
A further reason for their refusal may also be that unwritten rules of workplace culture
exist for bar workers, one of them being a code of silence expected from workers about
what takes place within the bar. 152 In general, people were not easy to locate and they
were less likely to participate unless they were referred by a personal contact.
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All participants signed a consent form to participate in audiotaped interviews, and
all of the participants were informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any time.
Participants themselves chose ethnically sensitive pseudonyms when they preferred not to
use their actual names. To further protect their identities only first names and identifiers
such as gender, ethnicity, age, and marital status were made unless otherwise specified by
the participant.

Some of the participants preferred not to have the name of the

establishment that they worked revealed. Thus, actual place names are used, but not all of
the place names mentioned in this study correlate directly to the experience of the
participants.
Not wanting to impose current definitions upon the past experiences of the
participants, the researcher chose not to provide a definition of sexual harassment for the
participants. Instead, they were asked if the term sexual harassment was commonly used
when they worked. If the term was not used, they were then asked what words were used
in the past to describe the behaviour that conjured up a memory or emotional response
when they were questioned about the term sexual harassment.

The participants'

responses illustrate that identifying sexual harassment had a lot to do with individual
feelings about inappropriate behaviour toward them at work. The participants' responses
also reveal that most inappropriate behaviour that they experienced was believed by them
to be an extension of how men treated women in the society in general. Cruikshank
explains that, "Oral histories ...are cultural documents in which much is implicit, in which
metaphor and symbol play a role in how ideas are presented." 153

Only one of the

participants had an understanding of the term sexual harassment in the past, and even she
was hesitant to apply the term to her experience, however all of the female participants
153
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described or identified behaviour that fit with feminist definitions of sexual harassment on
the job.
Using the definitions provided by Mackinnon, Backhouse and Cohen, and by
carefully reading against the grain it became clear that the women interviewed did
experience behaviour that amounted to sexual harassment, once considered in light of
feminist definitions of the term. Marie-Francoise Chanfrault-Duchet, a feminist oral
historian, states that, "When one makes an effort to examine the form and not only the
content of the collected material, refrains can be heard on the tape, and recurrences relations among facts, events, and comments- can be discerned in the transcript." 154 All
five of the participants stated that sexual harassment did not exist as a term until much
later than the scope of my project. However, lack of the term "sexual harassment" does
not detract from the reality of the behaviour experienced by the waitresses in this study.
When questioned about sexual harassment in their work experience, all of the women
interviewed spoke about types of behaviour, such as bugging for dates, men being jerks,
comments about body parts, men staring, or groping body parts, assumptive attitudes,
sexual comments and suggestive looks, on the job. 155 The participants in this study
represent a limited working-class, white; Anglo-Saxon and heterosexual perspective on
workers' experiences with sexual harassment in the bar trade in Windsor.
The limited sample for this study provides preliminary evidence to suggest that
sexual harassment was a historical condition of bar labour. Oral interviews support the
argument that sexual harassment of women bar workers is the result of socio-cultural
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expectations of women and men as heterosexual gender groups both inside and outside of
the bar environment.

These gender constructs emphasize women bar workers'

importance as sexual objects rather than as workers. Historian Doug Owram argues that
the social re-organization of gender during the 1960s influenced the reorientation of
Canadian sexual values, between 1965 and 1975.156 The sexual revolution, he claimed,
broke down gender norms of the 1950s, most of which had been in place for at least the
last forty years.157 The post World War Two "Cult of Domesticity'' and the "Cult of
Virginity" applied to women,158 while post-war sexual norms for men were obsessed with
manliness and a fear of domestication or feminization.159 The sexual revolution claimed
but failed to challenge these dominant sex and gender roles.
Most attention to sex roles in the 1960s was fixed on female sexuality. Women
had more control over their sexuality, in terms of reproduction, with the advent of the
birth control pill.160 Yet women's freedom to participate in sex with a reduced risk of
pregriancy also presented threats against their sexual autonomy. Women's liberation and
second wave feminists argued that the "open sexuality of the 1960s was just one more
means of exploiting women."161 Feminists did not believe that the sexual revolution had
changed the power dynamics of the heterosexual relationship for women. A left wing
university student group was quoted as saying that, "The submissive role of women in the
sexual act is inseparable from the values taught to people about how to treat one
another ...Woman is object, man is the subject, Women are screwed, men do the
156
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screwing ...for the revolution to be meaningful, change has to be more basic than the mere
abolition of the 'Cult of Virginity' ." 162 Feminists saw the revolution as exploitative of
women's sexuality. This study agrees with feminist claims that the sexual revolution
exploited female sexuality.

This study further suggests that women bar workers

experienced sexual harassment in the bar trade as a normalized condition of labour after
1965 as the bar became an environment to pursue acceptable heterosexual relationships.
The bar industry itself became a sexualized space that exploited female sexuality,
specifically women bar workers' sexuality, for capitalist gain.

Sociologist Christine

Williams argues that current sexual harassment research needs to be focused on both
individual and organizational forms of sexual harassment. 163 Williams's points out that
many jobs, including waitress work are sexualized and those sexual expectations are
embedded as part of the job. 164 She argues waitresses do not readily acknowledge that
sexual harassment is a problem for them because the organization that employs them
endorses or at the very least tolerates the sexual harassment of its employees.165 This
paper agrees with Williams that sexual harassment was a problem for waitresses in the
bar trade and was caused and tolerated by both organizations and individuals.

An

examination of the changes to the liquor legislation in Ontario and the subsequent
segmentation of the bar trade provides evidence that the bar trade in Windsor did in fact
become sexualized between 1965 and 1980. The oral interviews support this claim and
provide evidence that sexual harassment was an implicit problem for women bar workers.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE WINDSOR BAR TRADE AND THE ORAL
INTERVIEWS
The bar industry in Windsor underwent significant changes between 1965 and
1980 that reflect the overhaul of Ontario's liquor legislation.

These changes were

influenced by gradual shifts in social attitudes toward the consumption of liquor, access to
heterosexuality in public drinking space, and the rise of women's equality. 166 Legislative
changes only provide a surface analysis of the politics affecting the segmentation of the
bar trade in Windsor after World War Two. Thus, legislative changes are examined in
the context of the broader social and political changes affecting the liquor trade and
women workers' experiences as the trade became increasingly feminized. Then, workers'
experiences will be discussed based upon oral interviews with four women and one man
who worked in Windsor between 1965 and 1980.

Legislative Changes through 1965

The Liquor Authority Control Board of Ontario regulated and governed the sale of
alcohol, including the classification of premises, the type of liquor sold, the age, and
gender of employees, and the hours of operation for all authorized establishments. 167 For
example, in 1944 "beverage rooms" were the only licensed premises that served alcohol
(beer only) without meals to the public. 168 Liquor, other than beer and wine, was illegal
for sale in all licensed premises. "Dining rooms" were licensed establishments where
beer and wine only were served with food. 169 The distinction between "beverage room"
166
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and "dining room" is important because women could only legally work in dining rooms.
Dorothy Cobble indicates in her U.S. study of waitress unions that white waitresses
conceded liquor service as men's work but held that the presence of food justified their
service of alcohol. 170

In Canada, liquor service was also a negatively stigmatized

profession for women.
Robert Campbell asserts that social reformers in British Columbia believed that
women who drank or served alcohol without the presence of food were morally corrupt
and hence not true women.171 Ontario liquor legislation reflects this assertion as the law
prohibited women from working in "beverage rooms" or "taprooms."172

As well,

women's presence in beverage rooms, as patrons, raised concerns of morality. In 1945
the Windsor and Essex County Women's Christian Temperance Union petitioned the
Ontario government for the closure of "beverage rooms'� to women, and commended the
government on their proposals to close "women's beverage rooms" altogether. 173 In
Windsor, women's presence in "beverage rooms" raised issues of morality among
middle-class women's temperance organizations.

The negative stigma that these

temperance groups placed upon women in "beverage rooms" encouraged legislators to
keep women out of liquor service and public drinking spaces through the legislated
gender segregation of the successor to the "beverage room," the "public house."
On 1 January 1947, the Liquor Authority Control Board established the Liquor
License Act (LLA). The new Act regulated the introduction of cocktail lounges, catering
17
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to the middle class in the five largest cities in Ontario, Windsor being one of these
cities. 174 The new Liquor License Act, approved in December 1946, revoked the 1944
legislation and permitted four types of licensed premise: 1) Dining lounges, for the sale
and consumption of liquor with meals, 2) Dining rooms, for the sale and consumption of
beer and wine with meals, 3) Lounges, for the sale and consumption of liquor, and 4)
Public houses, for the sale of beer only. 175 At this time, public houses in Ontario became
legislated as gender-segregated drinking spaces where "men only," "women only," or
"ladies and escorts" could be served. 176 "Public houses" were also labeled as working
class spaces. Campbell argues that the gender segregation of "beer parlours" in British
Columbia was the liquor industry and government response to social reformers concerns
with the rise in prostitution, venereal disease, and loose morals among working-class
women. 177 Like British Columbia, in Ontario the "public house," not the cocktail lounge,
became gender segregated to prevent single working-class women, including prostitutes
from fraternizing with men in public drinking spaces.
The 1946 Ontario legislation continued to prohibit women from serving liquor, in
any premises. The law did not exclude women, however, from working in dining rooms
where beer and wine only were served with meals or from work in licensed
establishments where "women only" were admitted. 178 However, the legislation did
create a loophole that would allow men to serve in "women only" spaces if the Liquor
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License Control Board approved.179 The prohibitive legislation and loopholes suggest
that men dominated all aspects of liquor service. Furthermore, it is not known how many
"women only" establishments existed in Windsor to allow women to legally serve liquor,
it is apparent however, from the legislation that men dominated the liquor service industry
as bartenders and they were also prominent as waiters in dining lounges, lounges and
beverage rooms that mostly men patronized and where liquor was served.
In 1950, the LLA legislation became even stricter than previous legislation,
specifically on the hours of operation for licensed establishments.

All licensed

establishments had to be closed by 10:30 pm, "public houses" had to close between 6:30
and 8pm, no liquor could be served on Sundays in any establishment, and entertainment
was confined to dining lounges.180 In addition to strict guidelines for operation, gender
exclusion, and sex segregation, racial exclusion was prevalent in Windsor bars. In 1951,
the Windsor Council on Group Relations complained to the Liquor Control Board of
Ontario that racial discrimination was a problem in Windsor bars. 181 The document
names thirteen licensed establishments in Windsor as guilty of one or more of the
following: "Refusal of service to Negroes," maintaining "Jungle rooms, especially for the
service of Negroes," and "Refusal of service of 'mixed couples' in "ladies and escorts"
sections."182

The combined LLA regulations, gender segregated public houses,

prohibition of women as liquor servers, strict hours of operation and the common practice
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of racial discrimination in Windsor's licensed establishments suggests that the bar
industry was a heavily regulated white, male-dominated trade.
In 1958, Ross, a white male, was married and thirty-one years old when he
worked as a tavern owner and bartender in Windsor. 183 He described the bar scene as
very limited;
"The majority of establishments were public houses
That served beer ONLY or beer and wine,
these places had strict rules for separate drinking spaceswith men's only entrances and ladies' and escorts' entrances." 184
Ross estimated that between thirty and forty public houses existed in Windsor and that
only three or four places downtown could serve liquor in addition to beer. 185 He believed
that entertainment in the downtown core was also very limited: "The only places with
entertainment were the 'nightclubs or supper clubs' and Windsor was unique in having
these places." 186 Ross named the Metropole on Walker Rd, the Killamey Supper Club on
Wyandotte West, the Elmwood Casino on Dougall Ave, the Commodore Supper Club on
Chatham St. East, and Rowson's Tavern, (later the Top Hat Supper Club) on University
Ave, as the big name nightclubs in Windsor in the late 1950s. 187 All of these places
served food and liquor. It is not known the exact type of liquor licenses held by each
establishment, but it is important to note that several licenses could be held for one
establishment, and men and women could drink and eat together in the middle-class
d.mmg
. Iounges. 1s8
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For instance, Ross's tavern, located outside of the downtown core on Windsor's
east side, held a unique license for a tavern; he could serve liquor, beer, and wine. His
establishment was divided between "lounge", and "dining lounge" liquor license
classification. Ross explained,
"Mostly men [frequented the bar side]
It was sort of a man's thingTo drink and go to the horse races" 189
Women frequented his dining lounge on evenings and weekends, most often accompanied
by men. 190 As Ross explains, it was suitable for men to drink socially without consuming
food, whereas women did not frequent the lounge (bar) side of the tavern; instead, they
patronized the dining lounge mostly accompanied by men. Ross continued,
"It was the early sixties women were not really in the workforce
They were not big moneymakers[They were] Not really out [at the bar], it was an exception to see women out
It was mostly economic." 191
Perhaps economics did prevent women from frequenting the lounge or dining lounge
without the company of a male wage earner; however, on 7 January 1961, an article in the
Windsor Star headlined, "Women Shouldn't go Alone to Supper Club," which suggests

additional social reasons for women's absence from bars . 192 The article, written by a
woman, asks a female advice columnist for her opinion on the morals of four young
married women who chose to go to a supper club unescorted by their husbands. 193 The
Star reported that the women were "severely criticized by neighbours for having gone

unescorted and were told that no lady would have done so. The four women claimed that
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their behaviour was justified because their husbands all knew they were there." The
columnist disagreed. 194 The opinions in this article illustrate that unescorted women's
presence in licensed establishments jeopardized their moral reputation amongst their
peers.
In 1965 the government added new legislation to the Liquor License Act that
segmented the bar trade by permitting liquor to be sold in dining rooms, and by licensing
new establishments, such as theatres (except movie theatres), outdoor beer gardens, and
airliners. 195 The new legislation also permitted women to serve alcohol in all but men
only drinking spaces.196 The new legislation was greeted with great enthusiasm around
the province with such newspaper headlines as, "BARMAIDS, BEER GARDENS, OUR
NEW LIQUOR LOOK', and 'Sing-alongs for drinkers' ... Darts and Barmaids ...But
Never On Sundays...Liquor for Theatres." 197 In Windsor, most Star headlines show
mixed reviews. Kees Roozen, manager-director of the Elmwood, stated, "News of the
revisions was a very bad let down...Windsor hotels will lose business to Michigan." 198
Roozen did not comment on the employment of women but he did indicate the
governments' failure to lower the drinking age and permit Sunday liquor service hurt the
Windsor bar trade.199 His dissatisfaction with the new liquor laws suggests that the
Windsor bar industry competed with its American neighbour, Detroit, for patrons.
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Even though the government did not lower the drinking age, the new Liquor
License Act of 1965 relaxed some of the previous restrictions that tightly regulated
drinking establishments in Ontario. The major change was that women were allowed to
serve liquor in licensed establishments, including dining rooms. However, women did
not have complete access to liquor service, which indicates that sex, gender, and moral
stereotypes towards regulation of women and liquor, and women's presence in "men
only" drinking spaces still lingered under the eyes of the law.

Changes in the Liquor Industry After 1965
To get a perspective on the rapid changes to the industry after 1965 it is helpful to
know the number and type of licensed establishments that existed in Windsor around
1965. Census data for service trades in Windsor in i'966 indicate that the number of
licensed establishments was relatively low at eighty-six. With the greatest number of
drinking spaces existing as taverns, beverage rooms and public houses (fifty-four), (see
Appendix C). 200 These establishments were likely, as Ross suggests predominantly male
spaces that hired male workers as waiters and bartenders. Women mostly waitressed in
dining rooms and were working their way into dining lounges.
In 1965, twenty-seven year old Marilyn, a white, married woman, waitressed in
Windsor. 201

Her experience working in three different establishments -a raceway, a

dining lounge, and a private club in downtown Detroit, Michigan- give a unique
perspective on the developing bar industry and women's access to public drinking space
in Windsor. Marilyn described the new raceway as a family environment, where meals

° Census of Canada, Service Trades: Provinces and Cities By Kind of Business. 1966, (Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, catalogue No 97-642. Vol. VIII (8-2), June, 1969). Table. 2., 2-94. Appendix C.
201
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were served with alcohol.202 Marilyn remembered that women patronized the raceway
unescorted by men, but single women comprised a minority of her customers.203
Around 1968, Marilyn also worked in a few of Windsor's downtown
"nightclubs." She explained that these places were like supper clubs, but they often had
exciting entertainment. "They had floor shows, with a trapeze! ...You can't imagine
it.,,204
Windsor nightclubs in the late 1960s offered live entertainment such as big name singers,
five piece combo groups, and comedians who all traveled the nightclub and supper club
circuits. In establishments that did not serve food, such as beer parlours or public houses,
the entertainment was limited by the Liquor License Board and might have included
shuffleboards.205

The LLA, in 1965, specified that applications for entertainment,

dancing, and other special privileges had to be made to, and approved by, the board.206
In 1968, Marilyn also worked in what she described as an "interesting place," a
private club in Detroit that featured nude female dancers.207 Marilyn explained that the
waitresses were treated well because there were strippers at the club to attract the male
customers' attention. 208 She commented that, "This was before any of this [stripping]
was legal."209 Marilyn compared the already popular burlesque to the private strip club:
"burlesque was like a floor show, you know at a theatre."210 Her tone indicated that she
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thought the burlesque was a legitimate show compared to the dubious striptease in the
private club. As a waitress, Marilyn described her feelings toward the women dancers:
"Well, we just walked by them1It's like hard to explain you knowyou just distance yourself from them."211
Her statement suggests that she felt uncomfortable in the stripping environment and
distanced herself emotionally, physically, and morally from the female strippers in the
club. Perhaps her distance was created as a form of self-protection, so as not to have
customers confuse her with the women who performed the striptease. Like the cocktail
waitresses in Spradley and Mann's study, Marilyn was isolated from other female
workers in the bar.212 Although her work experience was not in Windsor, her story is
relevant given the possible influence and competition betwe. en Windsor and Detroit for
customers in licensed establishments.
By 1968, nude female dancers as entertainment in licensed premises were gaining
popularity in Windsor. Two articles in The Lance, the University of Windsor student
newspaper, featured two photographs, one of a topless go-go dancer and the other of a
stripper from the Killamey Club, who had been featured as entertainers on campus.213 In
response to the topless "go-go" dancer at the campus dance, students wrote letters to the
editor of The Lance. That the topless dancers presented an opportunity for male "sex
education" is hinted at in a letter-to-the-editor written by a male student. The student
expressed his approval: "What an anatomy he would have had with the human female,
211
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moreover in a very artistic movement, after all we are university students, we should get
educated universally."214

A second letter written by a female student defended the

presence of the topless "go-go" dancer at the campus pub. Yet, even in her letter of
support the woman conceded, "Although I felt somewhat uncomfortable ... I felt that there
was nothing obscene or immoral about their semi-nudity.215 The woman admitted that the
dancer's presence at the dance made her uncomfortable, still she defended the topless
dancers' morality rather than stating why she supported their presence at the dance. Both
of the students' responses articulate clearly the gender roles for men and women
operating at the time. Men were sexual aggressor and women were sex objects for men
that were still expected to uphold their "morals." Feminists on many Canadian University
campuses argued that sexual liberation and the "open sexuality of the 1960s was just one
more means of exploiting women."216 Women's expression of their sexuality, in this case
the topless dancers semi-nudity, brought charges of immorality that many women,
including the female student at the University of Windsor, during the sexual revolution
were not willing to accept.
The issue of morality was also raised in a second article entitled, "A Versafood
Christmas," which featured the photograph of a stripper who entertained on campus. Part
of the caption read, "We certainly have to admire those responsible for this effort. They
took a poor, lost stripper out of the immoral depths of the Killamey Club and made her a
poor lost stripper in the depths of a University residence cafeteria."217 The morality of
both the strip club and the stripper were brought into the debate. In response to the
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stripper, students were cited as saying that the show was in "poor taste;" they were "not
against bodies or strippers ...but felt that the stripper was inappropriate for the dinner
table."218

Neither male nor female students responded approvingly to the stripper,

apparently because of her presence while food was being served. The role of food in the
campus debate supports Cobbles argument that food, and food service is most often
connected to women's maternal role. As mentioned in Chapter one, Cobble suggests that
unionized white waitresses in the United States used food to raise the moral character of
their profession and to legitimize their service of alcohol (excluding liquor).219 The
presence of the stripper, the very antithesis of the moral mother, at the dinner table caused
a gendered but very moral reaction from both male and female students. In both of these
examples, the students' responses were gendered and influenced by moral value the
individuals attached to the location of the entertainment. Overall, the articles indicate that
youth culture on the University of Windsor Campus seemed to embrace the concept of
women as nude entertainers. Marilyn's experiences as a waitress and the university
newspaper articles illustrate the spectrum of entertainment emerging in Windsor bars
after the legislative changes to the LLA in 1965.
To give context to these changes both Ross and Marilyn indicate that between
1958 and 1969 the downtown core in Windsor was remembered as a center for shopping,
220
The downtown
meeting people, musical entertainment and casual and formal dining.

began to change, however, when new tourism demands began to change and become
more competitive. Large hotel franchises and malls began to spring up in and outside of
the downtown core. The present day Ramada Inn was built in 1967. It featured both
218
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lounge and dining lounge and represented competition for aging hotels such as the Norton
Palmer and the Prince Edward. Department stores and small shops downtown also began
to suffer in the 1960s and decline in the 1970s due to the building of suburban strip malls
such as the Derwin Plaza 1956 and the popular indoor Devonshire Mall, which opened in
1970. 221 In addition to the legislative changes affecting the bar trade, the character of the
downtown core and the Windsor bar industry were also altered by the publics' looser
attitude toward liquor consumption and the consumption of heterosexuality, specifically
female sexuality in the form of nude entertainment, in public drinking spaces.
Structural changes to the Windsor bar trade continued in 1969, when twenty-year
old Mary Two, a separated, white woman, waitressed in Sandwich Town (Windsor's west
side), in what she identified as a beer parlour.222 She explained that beer only, not liquor
was served in the establishment, and that wine only, was served in the dining room
located downstairs from the beer parlour.223 She further explained that the beer parlour
itself was gender-segregated with "men's only'' and "ladies' and escorts' sections."224
She was not sure if women were allowed in the men's side of the bar, but stated that
women never went in to drink and no women worked on the men's side of the bar.225 She
recalled that another beer parlour, down the street from where she worked, had all men
working in the bar and no women at all. She thought that because they did not serve
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food, they could not employ women.226 In her comparison of the two beer parlours, the
absence of food illustrates the liquor laws at the time but also draws attention to the role
food service played in legitimizing women's work as liquor servers in bars.
Mary Two explained that after she turned twenty-one, in 1970, she could legally
serve alcohol but she was only permitted to waitress on the "ladies' and escorts "' side of
the bar. 227

Again, her experience reflects the legislation that stated that women still

could not serve in "men only" spaces. Segregated drinking spaces, such the Dominion
House Tavern and the Bridge House Tavern, existed as late as 1970 in Windsor.228 Mary
Two indicated that sometime in 1970, "women's" and "men's" beverage rooms were
phased out of the industry.229 The end of segregated drinking spaces occurred in 1970
with an amendment to the Liquor Licence Act that permitted "public houses to be
licensed for the sale and consumption of beer in premises to which both man and women
were admitted, whether singly or escorted."230 Thus, the 1970s brought new changes in
the liquor trade, including the end of gender segregation. These changes were brought
about by a shift in the publics' attitude toward heterosexuality and liquor consumption.
Craig Heron suggests that by 1970 more single men and women were drinking and
licensed establishments began to cater to the demands of the new drinkers.231
In 1971, the Census data for service trades in Windsor revealed a twenty-five
percent decrease over the course of the decade in the number of taverns, beverage rooms
226
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and public houses, but a 363 percent increase occurred in the number of licensed hotels,
and a 76 percent increase in the number of licensed restaurants (see Appendix Cl).232
The dramatic increase in licensed hotels and restaurants from the previous decade likely
reflects bar owners attempts to circumvent the strict legislation imposed upon public
houses while catering to customer demands in a rapidly diversifying industry.

One

limitation of the census data is that the data collections for service trades with specific
details about the types of establishments stop after the 1971 census. The reason is an
apparent lack of funding.233 The lack of statistical data for 1981 does not allow for
further analysis of the growth patterns in the service trades in Windsor.
Mary Two also described another major change to the industry that she claimed
affected both the atmosphere and the character of the clientele in the west-side beer
parlour. In 1971, the Ontario government lowered the drinking age from twenty-one to
eighteen years.234 Prior to 1971, she said, "The customers were mostly professors;" after
1971, with the "[young] students it just got a little different; the students made it their bar,
and it was fun, but it wasn't the same atmosphere that it used to be."235 She described
how the bar became different:
"They [the students] got really drunk
And they could not handle their drinksThey were a little demanding on the servers. "236

Statistics Canada, Service Trades: Business Location Statistics, 1971. (Catalogue 97-742, Vol. IX (9-2),
December, 1976), Table 2., 175. Appendix Cl.
233
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Mary Two felt that the students changed the character of the bar. She "felt they treated
you [waitresses] as if you were there to wait on them, not like it was job and they should
respect you for the service you are giving."237 Mary Two's comments suggest that the
younger customers did not respect her as a waitress and that the age and maturity of the
customer had much to do with how she was treated as a waitress. With the lowering of
the drinking age the bar industry focused on catering to the younger drinkers, and the
character of the industry began to change more drastically.
Mary Two reminisced about the Windsor bar scene between 1969 and 1980. She
focused mainly on downtown in the mid 1970s. She recalled that both men and women
danced as strippers, down to a G-string at the Killamey Club [downtown], and by 1974
women were also dancing topless at the Lido tavern, where they served a hip of beef at
lunch, in the west end of Windsor.238 Her description and newspaper articles from the
same period indicate that topless waitresses were very popular in Windsor. In addition to
the Killarney Club and the Lido, Tracey Starr's Burlesque Palace, where women danced
nude, also existed on Riverside Drive. 239 It is apparent that women's popularity as nude
dancers and sexual objects in licensed establishments, including taverns and restaurants,
was increasing in Windsor.
Two other participants confirmed the growing presence of nude entertainment,
Mary Kay, a seventeen-year-old, white, married woman, waitressed in downtown
Windsor beginning in 1971. Like Marilyn and Mary Two, Mary Kay explained that a
number of strip bars had begun to spring up around Windsor between 1970 and 1980. 240
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"There was Tracey Starr'sAnd then on the comer ofOuelletteThere was another place where women were taking their clothes off
And there was a place on Wyandotte or UniversityThere were so many that I don't remember all ofthem."241
Mary Kay made it clear that the strip clubs were a very popular attraction, especially for
businessmen and their clients. She did not believe that any other place in the area had
them, including Detroit.242

In 1976, Jane Doe, a white woman, was a waitress in

downtown Windsor. She described the city as a place where many bars still existed
within restaurants or hotels.243 She indicated that women "twirled tassels," and danced at
a place on Pitt and Goyeau.

244

The bar that Jane Doe started to work at in 1976, a

prominent supper club in the late 1950s and early 1960s, became a strip club in the early
1980s that still exists in downtown Windsor.245

Thus after 1968, as the interviews

suggest, strippers and topless waitresses were popular, and the Windsor bar trade took on
an overtly sexual character.
The popularity of topless waitresses in the provmce however, did not go
unchallenged. Between 1977 and 1980, public concern was growing over the number of
licensed establishments that featured topless waitresses, especially in dining lounge
facilities, as an apparent attempt to compete with the new bars and attract clientele.246
The increase in nude entertainment and the subsequent public concern suggests that not
all citizens supported the rise ofnude entertainment in licensed premises.
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Massive changes in both liquor legislation and the publics' attitude toward the
consumption of alcohol and heterosexuality in licensed establishments altered the
character of Windsor bars between 1965 and 1980. In the early years, prior to 1965, men
had dominated the liquor trade as bartenders and waiters, in lounges, public houses, and
dining lounges. Women had not been allowed to serve liquor in any premises, and they
had been confined to waitress work serving beer and wine only with meals. After 1965,
when the liquor laws changed to permit women to serve liquor in all but men only
licensed premises, the bar trade slowly began to take on a sexual character. In 1965, the
addition of liquor service with meals sparked the immediate transition of women into the
male dominated sphere of liquor service. Until the mid 1970s, however, sexual divisions
of labour in the trade kept women in waitress roles while men dominated the trade as
bartenders.
After 1968, the Windsor bar trade became a highly sexualized industry. Marilyn,
Mary Two, Mary Kay and Jane Doe all mentioned the proliferation of nude entertainment
in licensed establishments. Nude entertainment created competition for businesses that
did not offer entertainment, namely taverns, beverage rooms, and public houses where the
primary business was the sale of alcohol without food. The rise of nude entertainment
coincided with a shift to less conservative attitudes toward liquor consumption, which is
evident in the lowering of the drinking age to eighteen years of age in 1971. The
segmentation of the bar trade also corresponded to broader social changes in the gender
roles for women and men, specifically with the expression and consumption of female
sexuality.

Gender and Sexual Divisions of Labour, 1958-1980
52

In 1958, Ross explained that although both men and women worked in his tavern,
men were in positions of authority as owners, managers, and bartenders and women
served food only in the dining lounge while the men served all of the alcohol. 247
"Women did not work in the lounge side
of the tavern [ where mostly liquor was served],
either [as waitresses] on the floor or behind the bar [as bartenders]."248
Men's dominance of liquor service was clear. Ross stressed that, "Men were the ONLY,
in the beginning. Then women took over."249 The increase in the number of women
workers in the liquor service industry, as waitresses, in 1965 was likely immediate due to
the sheer number of women already working as waitresses in dining rooms when liquor
service expanded to that area of the trade. Ross explained that after 1965, "women as
today dominated the industry; men were in the factory; bar jobs turned out to be women's
jobs."250 Ross's gendered statement about bar jobs supports Mackinnon's argument that
women only occupy a select number of low paying occupations because they are
women. 251 Ross continued,
"When women got the right to serve
[alcohol in 1965] women became the majority of the workers
The men were delegated to bar service as bartenders."252
Women became the majority of workers as men gave up waiter jobs for better paying
factory labour; however, as of 1965 men still retained control over the more lucrative job
of dispensing liquor as bartenders.

Ross's experience indicates that a definite

feminization of the bar labour was occurring in Windsor by the late 1950s, and becoming
247
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more apparent once women were able to serve liquor without restriction in 1965. As
Cobble explained, service jobs in the United States were becoming part-time, and women
of all races took up these jobs because they often suited their responsibilities in the home
as mothers or in schools as students. 253 In Canada, a fifty-two percent increase in the
number of women in waitress occupations occurred between 1951 and 1961 (see
Appendix D). 254 The figures in Appendix D are not specific to Windsor, but they do
illustrate the large increase in the number of women in the service trades in Canada. The
statistics also confirm that there was a seventeen percent decrease in the number of men
between 1951 and 1961. The statistics also indicate that men dominated as bartenders
and had a small but sizeable presence as waiters. In 1961, the number of male bartenders
in Canada outnumbered female bartenders by 34:1 while the number of male waiters
compared to female waitresses was 1:4.255 Women in Canada were overwhelmingly
represented as waitresses in the service trade.
Even in 1965, when women could legally serve alcohol, Marilyn explained that
women's jobs in the Windsor bar industry were still limited to waitress work. She noted
that there were "a few male waiters, but the maitre d', bartenders, and managers were all
men."256 Marilyn was a part-time waitress who served food with drinks. Marilyn thought
that women employed at the racetrack outnumbered the men 3-1. 257 She indicated that
the racetrack also had bars,
"About five, that people could sit at253
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but it was all men who served the people at the bars." 258
"The wait staff did not get their drinks from the main bars.
They were served at the service bar.-" 259
"The cashier was female, but she did not make any ofthe drinks."260
Women, even in the privacy of the "service bar;" did not distribute liquor. Marilyn's
evidence confirms that men still controlled the dispensing of liquor after 1965. Women
were kept out of the ranks of bartender, maitre d', and manager because sexual divisions
oflabour, characteristic ofthe liquor industry, prevailed after 1965.
Marilyn spoke about the difficulty women had breaking into the male dominated
ranks at the track:

'

"Years later after the union was in [ 1968]A friend ofmine put in an application to be a captain
and one ofthe men quit and everything!
Just cause a woman wanted to do this and she got the jo�
He just didn't want a woman in the ranks.
There were four captains and the Maitre D'Some men can't handle it!"261
Women's demands for access to male-dominated jobs created tension even with the
presence ofa union. Archival evidence suggests that the Hotel and Restaurant Employees
Union (HRE) had at least one local in Windsor. 262 Craig Heron suggests that HRE unions
and Bartender International (BI) unions existed in Canada, but their membership began to
decline in 1960 as a result of a major strike defeat in Toronto hotels.263 Dorothy Cobble
explains the decline of waitress unions in the United States occurred between 1950 and
Ibid., 5.
Ibid., 5.
260
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261
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262
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1970 because of exponential growth in the service industry, the number of workers to be
unionized, and ideological differences between young and old waitresses. 264 Marilyn was
the only participant to talk about a union in the workplace. However, she provides
evidence unions did exist in some licensed establishments in Windsor. Her evidence also
suggests that the union was an effective means for women to gain access to male
dominated professions in the service trade.
The sexual divisions of labour in the liquor trade continued into the 1970s,
although women finally began to gain access to jobs as bartenders. Yet, six years after
women had gained the right to serve liquor women had very few numbers in the
As the 1971 Census data indicates women still

traditional male job of bartender.

outnumbered men as food and beverage servers (waitresses or waiters) approximately 6:1
in Windsor; the data for 1971 also shows that as bartenders, men still outnumbered
women 32:1 (see Appendix D1). 265
bartending in the United States.

Linda Detman researched the feminization of

She suggests that HRE and the BI unions created

exclusionary legislation in the late 1940s based on gender, sex, and morality that
effectively kept women out of all bartending jobs, union, or non-union, until the l 970s.266
Detman states that it was only after feminists made major attacks in 1971 against
exclusionary laws that women made any inroads to the male-dominated bartender
trade. 267 In Ontario, the Women's Equal Employment Act created in 1970 prohibited

2
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employers from discriminating against women based upon sex.268
disallowed

employers

from

discriminating

against

women

The Act also
m

employment

classifications. 269 The effect of the Act upon the service trade is evident in the change to
the classification heading used in the census for 1971; the title for waiters and waitresses
was changed to food and beverage servers (see Appendix D1). 270

However, the

percentage increase of the statistics in Appendix D1 and D2 suggest that more men than
women entered the service industry between 1971 and 1981 in Windsor. The major
limitation presented by the statistics is that the classification headings change from census
to census, which does not allow accurate comparability of the data. If, as the statistics
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suggest, more men than women entered the service trade in the 1970s, one would have to
question whether or not women made any sizeable gains in the bartender profession in
Windsor until after 1981.

'

Mary Two, Mary Kay, and Jane Doe were all employed as waitresses in Windsor
during the 1970s and offer perspectives on the period when women are said to have
gained access bartending jobs. In 1974, Mary Two had taken up a new waitress job in the
west end of Windsor. At her new job Mary Two explained that she, "Started out as a
waitress, but I worked my way up to bartender. Then I became a manager, I was there for
twenty years."271 Mary Two revealed that by 1974, it was more common to see women
. 272 However, Mary Kay, a
bartenders she remarked, "We were work'mg our way m."
downtown waitress in 1970, suggests that sexual divisions of labour still existed: women
Statutes of the Province of Ontario, Women's Equal Employment: An Act to prevent Discrimination in
Employment because of Sex or Marital Status, (Ottawa: William Kinmond, 1970), Chap. 33, s. 4 (a-d).
269
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271
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were waitresses, while the men were usually bartenders. 273

She also described a

hierarchy amongst the waitresses that was determined by their full-time or part-time
status and was organized along the lines of seniority, although no union was present. 274
Jane Doe, a cocktail waitress in a downtown bar in 1976 explained that her
workplace had two bar owners, one male, and one female.275 She said that although
women were accepted as bartenders in 1976, there were not many of them and none in
her bar until the 1980s, when she became a bartender.276 Jane Doe described the head
bartender at her workplace "as the alpha male. Our male was definitely treated better

: l
. I
. I

than the women. It was like having one son in a family of daughters."277 In general, she
did not feel that she or her coworkers were treated badly. Her statement reveals that
bartender jobs were likely still male-dominated by the 1980s in Windsor.

5

The interview participants all identify gender divisions of labour in Windsor bars
between 1958 and 1980. The trade was male-dominated with gradual changes beginning
in 1965 and more noticeable increase in women's liquor trade role occurring in the mid
1970s. Women's access to bartender jobs was slow although census data for 1981 in
Windsor indicates that women in the service trades had increased by almost 500 percent
over the course of the decade. The number of men in the service trade had also increased
by a dramatic 4000 percent between 1971 and 1981. Women in service occupations
stood in proportion of 1.3:1, to men in the service trade (see Appendix D2) by 1981.278
The high number of men in the trade by 1981 does not support the argument that
273
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bartending was feminized, in Windsor between 1971 and 1981. Without a statistical
breakdown in the number of bartenders and food and beverage servers, comparing the
statistics from 1971 to 1981 provides circumstantial evidence at best. However, women's
access to liquor service did mark a gradual but important shift in the gender composition
of bar trade workers as food became less and less important to women's work role in the
industry.
In addition to sexual divisions of labour, gender inequality also existed in terms of
wage earning potential. Ross explained that in 1958, "The waitresses had to pool their

I
: l
. I
I

tips with the other women and divide them evenly amongst themselves, while the waiters
and the bartenders kept their [individual] tips with the liquor service that they provided.
Men had the economic advantage because they controlled liquor service and liquor
service offered better tips, and they did not have to share their tip· earnings with the other
male staff. 279
After the law changed in 1965 to permit women to serve liquor, Marilyn described
the economic situation for waitresses and waiters:
"The men made the same as we did a $1.04 per hour
you know the wages were garbageWe made almost all of our money on tips."280
"But the ones who ran the placeThe captain, the maitre d', were all menSo I'm sure they made a lot more than we did.
So I don't think in that sense there was job equality."281
Marilyn's explanation reveals a number of important points: specifically, tips were more
important than wages and gender and job classification played a crucial role in tip
279
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mcome. Marilyn explained that persons in positions of authority made more tips and that
all persons in positions of authority were men. Waitresses therefore may have made a
decent living in contrast to other working-class women, but on average, they made less
than men in the liquor trade did because the sexual divisions of labour in the trade
prevented them from accessing the higher income positions.
Similarly, Mary Two, Mary Kay, and Jane Doe all stressed the importance of tips
over wages. Mary Two explained that in 1969 she lived off her tip earnings: "We made
$1.55 an hour. I believed in banking my paychecks and living on my tips."282
Mary Kay also expressed the importance of tips to her in 1970:

'

"For some reason $1.30 per hour [wage] is coming to mind
Girls get tips, so there were tips also on top of thatI wouldn't have cared if they paid me probablyYeah, my tips were pretty much what I depended on."283

.
..

Similarly, Jane Doe stated that in 1976, "the paycheck wasn't important, I worked for the
tips. It was instant money."284 She believed that "tips were pretty equal, some customers
would give you, specifically a little extra, but they were all mostly on par."285 Jane Doe
also spoke about a bad experience with one group of female customers who caused
problems for her. "The [women] made it hard ... they were indecisive ...they tipped
286
Her example, similar to
lousy, they were obnoxious ...they just pissed me off, man."

the point raised by Spradley and Mann in chapter one indicates that women patrons might
create problems for waitresses. The example also suggests that sex, gender, and class
may have influenced the different tipping practices of male and female customers.
282
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All of the participants identified the "tip" as income, and more important to their
economic success than the hourly wage. Low wages make women in service work
dependant upon their tips for economic survival. Both Donovan and Cobble spoke about
the intimacy involved in the tipping exchange. 287 Tipping is a good example of how
sexual harassment is perpetuated through the economic organization of bar labour. For
women the pressure to provide intimacy, including sexual intimacy such as flirting, in
order to obtain a decent tip from a customer, sexualizes them on the job and places a
, I

condition on their employment and economic potential.
That waitresses were treated as sexual objects in the bar trade is obvious when one
considers the emphasis that the industry placed upon physical appearance. Although both
men and women workers in the trade were expected to dress well and be neat in
appearance, women workers were often expected to wear gender specific uniforms. Ross
explained that in the tavern, in 1958, men were dressed in uniform jackets and the ladies
in black skirts with white blouses. He specified that the women were not permitted to
wear slacks. 288 The women's uniforms, even though they sounded modest, emphasized
the sex of the women. They were prohibited from wearing pants, which was considered a
masculine garment.
In 1965, Marilyn also explained that her employers strictly regulated appearance
and uniforms. She believed that the Board of Health specified some of the restrictions on
the length of hair because she worked with food. 289 Nevertheless, she described her
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uniform as supper club style, very sophisticated brown skirts. 290 Her uniform indicates
that women after 1965 were still required to wear gender specific uniforms.
Mary Two revealed that by 1970 there was more flexibility in what she wore as a
waitress. She described two uniforms that included skirts but also stated that pants were a
popular choice for women in the bar trade. 291 Mary Two also alluded to the role that
fashion played in what waitresses wore. She explained that hot pants and short skirts
were popular along with high wedge shoes. 292 She stated that these revealing items were
not a uniform in her experience, rather a personal choice. 293 Her statement reveals that
women bar workers had some agency in selecting their uniforms after 1970.

Her

description of women wearing pants also illustrates that it had become acceptable for
women to dress according to personal preference although gender still played a role in
fashion, especially for women.
Mary Kay's experience with uniforms in the 1970s was in some ways very
different from Mary Two's. In the supper club lounge, Mary Kay wore the traditional
waitress uniform, a black skirt, and white blouse. 294 Mary Kay worked at several other
licensed establishments in downtown Windsor between 1971 and 1980, and she explained
that waitresses' uniforms stood out for her:
"At the supper club lounge
I did not have to wear anything revealing
But at a 'family restaurant',
Where I was considered a cocktail waitress
I was expected to wear a very, very short outfit
. hes above my knee.,,29s
that was ten or more me
290
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That was in 1973, in the midst of what she described as the middle of the hot pants
rage. 296

The distinction she makes reveals that waitresses were becoming overtly

sexualized through uniform styles in some downtown establishments. She recollected
that other bars downtown also had very revealing uniforms for the waitresses and these
were not negotiable. 297 Mary Kay stated: "The outfits were not quite what a girl would
choose on her own, if she could avoid it. But it's what they wore."298
At the end of the interview, Mary Kay expressed her dismay with the uniforms at
some of the establishments:

: I

"It's just not really rightYou didn't have to wear so little clothes to serve a meal
That's what was in, that's the way women were treated
Like sex objects I would say."299

'.

Mary Kay saw the sexy uniforms as a means of making women stand out on the job. She
compared men's uniforms to women's:

.

"The guys wore black pants and a white shirt and a tie
But the girlsWere like I said, dolls.
They were seen as sex objects reallyCause you wouldn't ask a guy to wear a get up like that."300
Mary Kay felt very strongly that employers in some bars capitalized on women's
appearance through suggestive uniforms that reduced the women to sex objects. Her
statement also clearly demonstrates that sexual divisions of labour, even by the 1970s,
still extended beyond job titles, to the physical appearance of the worker.
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Jane Doe worked downtown in an upscale bar in 1976. She was expected to wear
a specific uniform, one for the day shift, and another different uniform for the evening.
The uniforms were described as a short knee length jumper and a long evening dress, with
heels being almost mandatory. 301 Again, waitresses were expected to dress according to
their gender and emphasize their sexuality through a sexualized appearance. Jane Doe
summarized: "When women dressed up the way they did, it elicited comments."302 Her
summary adequately addresses the role that clothing played in the bar trade specifically
for women workers. Waitresses were expected to dress up, and play up their femininity
to draw attention to their sexuality. The waitresses' display of their sexuality played a
role in eliciting comments, attracting customers to an establishment, and likely
influencing tips from male customers.
After 1965, heterosexual men's access to women's sexuality became the focal
point of the liquor industry. Women in Windsor most often held subordinate service
roles. Even after the mid 1970s when they had access to bartending jobs, women were
encouraged or expected, to wear a uniform or clothing that drew attention to their
sexuality. The bar trade environment encouraged women workers to reduce themselves
to sexual objects in exchange for higher earning potential. In an environment where
sexuality and sexual attention was a job requirement, women were at greater risk for
sexual harassment, but less likely to acknowledge that sexual harassment was a problem
because expressing their sexuality was seen as an extension of their female gender role.
Class was also an important dimension to women's bar labour.
participants described themselves as white and working-class.
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historically been constructed as a predominantly working-class profession.

Blanche

Linden-Ward suggests that in the 1970s, in the United States, class divisions played an
integral role in how sexual freedom was marketed. Specifically, she suggests that sexual
freedom was sold to all classes in nightclubs as early as 1965, in large urban centers, such
as San Francisco, where topless go-go dancers were popular. 303 Like large urban centers
in the U.S., Windsor bars began to capitalize upon the notion of sexual freedom by
marketing topless and nude entertainment after 1968. Class dimensions to the sexual
revolution are evident.

Most important to this study, however, is that liquor trade

marketed working-class female bar workers as sexual objects represented women's
heterosexual freedom in the sexual revolution.304 The belief that working-class women,
specifically, waitresses' and barmaids' expression of their heterosexuality represented all
women's desire to express their sexuality is a recurrent historical theme. 305 What is also a
recurrent theme is that waitresses and barmaids expressed their sexuality in the male
dominated public space of licensed establishments and that their sexuality was objectified
and accepted only through male approval.
In 1967, a Royal Commission on the Status of Women in Canada was appointed,
306
The Commission largely "attacked the exaggerated
and the report was tabled in 1970.

view of the child-rearing functions of women and the Cult of Motherhood."307 However,
the Commission also offered a critical perspective on women's object status and inferior
role to men in Canadian culture. The Commission found that, "Woman is often presented
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304
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by sex object, defined as a superficial creature who thinks only of her appearance, who
sees herself mainly in terms of whether she is attractive to men."308 The Commission
chastised the media for its portrayal of the "ideal" woman.309 The Commission also
raised the issue of sexual discrimination of women in waged labour, referring specifically
to sexual exploitation of airline stewardesses. 310 The Commission found that, in general,
women earned less than men, occupied only a very few occupations, which were labeled
female, and were highly objectified in Canadian culture and on the job, based upon their
sex.311 Among its many recommendations were the prohibition of discrimination based
on sex and marital status.312 Furthermore, the Commission recommended "Human Rights
Commissions for each province, with a division dealing specifically with the protection of

l

women's rights."313 The problem of sexual inequality and discrimination was widespread
in Canada. The sexual revolution relaxed the morals of Canadian society and recast
women's sex role, emphasizing that sexiness and glamour might offer power to women.
Sexual harassment was an unavoidable and typical work experience for women bar
workers when their status as sex object was coupled with the lucrative opportunities that
employment in the sexually charged environment of the bar trade offered to young
women.

Sexual Harassment
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According to Ross sexual harassment was not a problem in the bar trade in
Windsor during the three decades between 1950 and 1980. 314 Ross suggested that sexual
harassment was a post 1980s phenomenon:
"I don't think women had any trouble at all
It depended upon the establishmentsI don't think my establishment had any trouble
People were always polite to womenI am sure."315
Ross used the word "trouble" when asked about the term sexual harassment. He placed
importance on the type of establishment as a determinant of "trouble" for women. Ross
did not comment further to specify the type of establishment that he thought would pose a
problem for women workers. In his position as tavern owner, and as a male, he was less
likely to experience sexual harassment himself and was even less likely to hear
complaints from female employees unless violence was involved.316

'•

Marilyn also explained that sexual harassment was not a term in 1965; it was
"behaviour." She stated that, "We never heard of it. There was no such term. It was
there."317

Marilyn recalled two instances that today she would describe as sexual

harassment, but in 1965, she did not call by that name. The first example involved a male
customer:
"You know most people there were nice
Anyway he went and complained to management
So I waited on him fineAnd he went and gave me a tip.
The next week he comes in and wanted me to go out with him!
So, I said I'm not waiting on him and I don't care how much money he has
And the guy's a jerk!
314
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And he complained to management
and they said she doesn't have to wait on you.
You know they stepped up for me ... "318
It was not clearly stated that the tip was given on the condition that Marilyn would agree
to a date, but her description of the event indicates that she felt the money was directly
related to the customer's subsequent request for the date. Marilyn labeled the customer as
a 'jerk" in 1965 but in 2006 saw the experience as important to the discussion of sexual
harassment. Marilyn's experience fits with Mackinnon's 1979 definition of "quid pro
quo" sexual harassment that includes a promotion, a gift, or promise of advancement in
exchange for sexual attention.319 The male customer used the tip as leverage to persuade
Marilyn to go on a date with him. When Marilyn denied his request, he complained to
management about her service.

'•

The second example Marilyn described involved a male coworker:
"... One man that worked at the track was about my ageHe was kind ofgetting on meIfI was singleyou know he was good looking and everything
I wasn't interested in him andHe tried to report me [to the maitre d'] for eating a sandwich."320
In this example, a coworker expressed an interest in Marilyn over a period oftime. When
she did not respond affirmatively to his attempts, he tried to have Marilyn punished by
reporting her to the supervisor for a violation ofworkplace policy.
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Marilyn thought that she was fortunate on both of these occasions because
management supported her when she encountered problems on the job. She explained the
reaction of the maitre d' to the complaint of the male coworker:
"And this is why I'm saying we were supported
He told him to "grow up"Basically, he knew the guy was trying to hit on meSo he just said, " grow up" to him and that was the end of the whole deal."321
In both examples men tried to "hit" on Marilyn for dates and when she refused, they both
tried to have her penalized by her superiors. Again, Marilyn did not use the term sexual
harassment; however, she described these two experiences when questioned about the use
of the term. She remarked:
"People looked at things differently [back then]you wouldn't ever talk like that [use the term sexual harassment] then,
It wasjustyou know he was bugging me to go out with him and I wouldn't so he acted like
,
an .1 d.10t, . 322
Marilyn's experience indicates that some men, both coworkers and customers, pressured
waitresses for dates, and they were not above using reprisals as a form of retaliation for
refusals. Her experience also illustrates as Daniel Bender argues, that sexual harassment
should be understood as a historically specific, unequal form of interaction and as a tool
for the policing and naturalization of sexual difference at work.

323

Marilyn was

approached for dates because she was a woman, and in both cases when faced with
rejection, the men attempted to seek punishment for Marilyn from her male superiors.324
Marilyn was fortunate in these two incidents her superiors supported her instead of
321
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defending the men's harassing behaviour. Marilyn did not label their behaviour as sexual
harassment at the time, but she did feel the men bothered her because she was a woman.
Like Ross and Marilyn, Mary Two explained that sexual harassment did not exist
as term between 1969 and 1980.

She exclaimed, "No, no it was like, I can only

remember sexual harassment coming out in the last ten to fifteen years. Back then, it was
never really brought up you know."325 Mary Two further explained that, "Because it
[sexual harassment] never really happened to me or to anyone around me, I can't describe
it in my own words."326 For Mary Two sexual harassment was not a problem at work.
Mary Two, however, described two instances that suggest behaviour associated
with feminist definitions of sexual harassment of women occurred in her workplace. In
the first example, Mary Two explained women's experience in the beer parlour after
gender desegregation in 1970:
"For the first couple of years,
A lot of women didn't really like to go to the men's or bar side
They came in through the front door."327
[Because of the] "Men all staring."328
Mary's comments reveal that women were subjected to one form of male behaviour that
Carol Brooks Gardner has defined as men's public harassment of women,329 and
Mackinnon defined under the "Grey area" of sexual harassment, "leering or ogling."330
That Mary Two did not identify the men's behaviour as sexual harassment may be in part
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because the term did not exist and also in part because she might have dismissed it as
normal male behaviour.
In the second example, related to her 1974 expenence as a waitress m the
working-class bar, Mary Two stated:
"There were a lot of things that were funny
You knowLike my boss said to one of the girls
'Why don't you put your bra on backwards
It might fit better you know.'
But it was funnyIt was a jokeShe was young and she wasn't very well endowed
And you know she laughed, everybody laughed
NobodyYou know-."331
Mary Two explained that the comment was only a joke and that it was not meant to hurt
anyone. 332

Mary Two did not believe that this example was sexual harassment.

Nevertheless, 'jokes" made about women's body parts, especially by a manager toward
an employee did create a sexually charged atmosphere in the workplace. That the joke
was considered acceptable suggests that female bar workers in Mary Two's workplace
experienced sexualized jokes as normal banter on the job. As was indicated in chapter
one, Spradley and Mann defined the 'joking relationship" in bar work as a method for
maintaining status inequality. 333

The bar environment was a sexually charged

atmosphere, where sexual jokes were acceptable, which made it difficult for women to
resist sexually implicit comments or behaviour when they were tolerated by the majority.
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Sociologist Lisa Adkins explains that all manner of women's service jobs are
routinely sexualized. 334 She argues that interactions between men and women workers in
her research were often sexualized (in the form of flirting). The men usually initiated
such interactions, and the women workers were 'forced to respond according to a
prescribed pattem.'335 Women workers' responses included appeasing men by playing
along with jokes, innuendo and in some cases, physical attention.336 Failure to respond in
a positive manner, which was according to Adkins, the only non-confrontational option
for women, resulted in increasingly hostile teasing and personal criticism.337 Following
Adkins argument, the ')okes" that Mary Two described as normal, in the bar
environment, suggest some women workers in Windsor bars during the twenty-five year
period studied between 1965 and 1980, did choose this non-confrontational response to
sexual attention and banter.
In 1971, Mary Kay thought that as a waitress she was treated differently from the
male workers based upon sex. She explained, "Overall I think we were treated as dolls;
we were treated differently, more like based upon our attractiveness or how we were
built, you'd get comments made and things like that."338 The treatment of Windsor
waitresses revolved completely around gender and physical attributes.

Adkins also

explains that women in service work are hired for their attractiveness and the women
interviewed provide evidence of how "sexual servicing" was built into the Windsor bar
trades. 339
334
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Mary Kay revealed that she had a difficult time with some of the questions related
to how she was treated as a waitress in the past:
"I am a very different person today from what I was back then.
So I may not even have noticed things that today I would think were not
acceptableSome thingsYes I definitely did, um-."340
Like the other participants, Mary Kay was unable at that time to apply the term sexual
harassment to her experience because she saw the behaviour as a normal part ofmale and
female interaction. She explained that in spite this she did recall a few things that she
knew at the time were not acceptable treatment of women in the workplace. The first
example involved a male customer. She recalled:
"He'd had a few drinksAnd he leaned over when he ordered and grabbed my breast!
And my instant reactionWas to slap him right across the face
Which I did."341

1,

Her experience is a clear example of sexual harassment and assault by a male customer.
Mary Kay defended herself by slapping the man, but some bosses were willing to
condone male customers' sexual harassment ofwomen workers. Mary Kay stated:
"I wouldn't serve him after thatSo the boss was called from the other side
And he [the customer] was not evicted
Which he probably should have been
They just kind a talked to him a little bit
And said, that I wasn't going to serve him,
One ofmy coworkers was a fellowAnd he ended up serving him his drink or whatever."342
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The boss did not address the assault by evicting the patron. Instead he replaced Mary
Kay with a male waiter. The bosses' actions suggest that he viewed Mary Kay, not the
male customer, as the problem.
Like Marilyn, Mary Kay stated that she would use the term sexual harassment
today to describe what was happening at her workplace, "but nobody did anything about
it, nobody talked about it."343 Mary Kay touches upon one of the main methods by which
the sexual harassment of women in the workplace was perpetuated, through women's
silence. Historian Mary Bularzik identifies feelings of fear, guilt, or shame associated
with sexual harassment as reasons for women's silence. 344 She believes that "more often
the major reaction was confusion: guilt, anger, fear, and feeling that attention paid to one
as a sexual being was supposed to be appreciated all intermingled."345 Confusion on the
part of women bar workers about what constituted sexual harassment led to its being
greatly underreported.346
Mary Kay explained that when sexual harassment happened, women did not feel
they had a right to do anything about it:
"I think people just dealt
It was done and that was itYou didn't really think that you would have the right to do anything about that.
Like I saidToday the things that I hear would never have bothered me before. Now I notice
them. Like even the honey and all that sort of thing, sweetie pie and whatever, or
people thinking that you would want to go out on a date with them just' cause you
worked.ma bar.,,347
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For women bar workers to address sexual harassment was especially complicated because
subtle sexual behaviour was a job duty. Mackinnon addresses the complex situation of
the waitress; she must insinuate sexual compliance to please customers and achieve
economic success without actually committing to any sexual activity. 348 This complex
negotiation is problematic to the defense of sexual harassment, because although the
waitresses' behaviour does not clearly articulate compliance, non-rejection is all the law
requires to argue compliance. 349 Women bar workers in Windsor experienced sexual
harassment but could not raise a defense on the issue because the sexual nature of bar
work was so normalized. Mary Kay recalled there being,
"A lot of assumptions about people who worked in the service industry and the
food industryAnd I think, that I was almost ashamed at the time to admit that I worked in that
industryBecause people thought that you knowThat the girls were easy ifthey worked in that
It's just the way people thoughtDoesn't mean it was that wayBut I think that's the way people thought. 350
Mary Kay's beliefs suggest that still, in the 1970s, a stigma of loose sexual morals was
attached to waitresses in the bar trade. The negative moral stigma and the normalized
sexual tone ofthe bar work environment, coupled with the failure of Canadian law in the
1970s to recognize sexual harassment as sexual discrimination, stifled waitresses from
seeking any form ofrecourse against sexual harassment. 351
A 1972 study conducted by women students and workers in Windsor included
some waitresses who commented on their work experience and knowledge of women's
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---liberation.352 The study indicates that some waitresses were aware of women's liberation
and the benefits that the women's movement posed for their equality as workers.353 An
interview with one waitress revealed her "resentment toward the cliche 'the customer is
always right,' and the 'feeling of being a servant'."354 The waitress referred specifically
to "sexual discrimination and abuse; a lot of men try to pick me up and often give me a
hard time ifl refuse to go along. People treat us as if we were dumb, easy, and stupid."355
Waitresses in the bar trade in Windsor were objectified, stereotyped and sexually
harassed on the job. The waitress in the 1972 Windsor study even noted that they were
expected to "play along," which confirms Adkins's argument that a positive non
confrontational reaction to men's sexual demands was the only recourse that women in
service work could employ.

Sexual discrimination was a noticeable aspect of the

waitresses' experience, but nothing was done about it and nothing was said. It was
.
.
accordmg to Mary Kay, "acceptable at that time. "356
In 1976, Jane Doe entered the bar trade in Windsor. She explained waitresses'
relationships to each other in the workplace. She stated: "Sexual undertones made things
competitive.

.
Sexua11ty [ was] undemeath everyth'mg.,,351

Jane Doe's evidence also

confirms that women's appearance and sexuality were both a reason for hiring and a
means of creating competition and divisions amongst women in the bar trade. Spradley
and Mann noted as well that competition for male approval kept women emotionally
isolated from each other.358 In the bar trade, where sexual harassment was a common
352
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occurrence, waitresses who identified behavior as a violation of their person or as sexual
harassment would be forced into silence because they were effectively cut off from the
support of their peers through job competition.
Jane Doe had knowledge of the term sexual harassment in her past. She explained
that her knowledge came out of a bad experience involving accusations of sexual
harassment in her former teaching profession. 359 In terms of the bar trade she stated:
"Sex harassment happened when she worked [at the bar]
But it was not called sexual harassmentIt was acceptableIt was just the way that males talked to females."360
Jane Doe indicated that sexual harassment happened in the bar but it was acceptable. She
also identified the behaviour as the typical way that the male gender spoke to the female
gender, which seemed to justify the men's behaviour.

Jane. Doe reiterates that the

problem for women bar workers is that sexual harassment mimics the way men and
women interact generally in society. Her explanation suggests that sexual harassment of
women bar workers is a case of sexual discrimination on the job that emanates from their
subordinate gender role in society.
Jane Doe provided an example of when sexual harassment might have happened
to a waitress:
"Sexual harassment might have gone on
Especially after customers had a few drinks,
Baby, I like this, or, Oh baby, why don't you bring that over here-"361
Her words suggest that the combination of alcohol and the bar environment created a
relaxed atmosphere where sexual comments were not off limits; customers felt that they
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had a right to speak to waitresses with a sexual tone and requested sexual attention. Jane
Doe took a long pause and explained, "The definition of sex harassment today is very
different from what it was twenty years ago. Was I sexually harassed? I don't think so.
Inappropriate things were said that were appropriate for inside the bar but inappropriate
for outside the bar."362
Jane Doe's justification of inappropriate comments inside the bar draws the
parallel between the 1970's Windsor bar and Bailey's discussion of the role that
"parasexuality" played in the gin houses of Victorian England.

Bailey defines

"parasexuality" as the masculine sexual prerogatives that governed the sexuality and
treatment of barmaids and he explains that these rules did not extend to the outside
world.363 The sexualized, gendered and location specific treatment of Victorian barmaids
that Bailey describes are similar to Jane Doe's experiences in the 1970s Windsor bar.
"Parasexuality" was central to the treatment of women workers in the bar trade in
Windsor after 1965 and also served as a social and legal justification for the normalized
sexual harassment of women workers in the bar trade.
Jane Doe used her own words to define sexual harassment of bar workers in the
past. She explained that, "It was just bar talk. It was a friendly open, semi-flirtatious,
.
.
. 1 es."364 Jane Doe ' s exp1 anat10n
absolutely, atmosphere where smg1 es sought out smg
draws attention to the bar as a space for singles to explore heterosexual relationships. Her
comment does not remove waitresses from this activity.

In fact, she suggests that

waitresses were intimately involved in the dynamic of providing an ambience that
stimulated opportunities for heterosexual bonds in public drinking space. Moreover,
362
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Obviously, lack of terminology posed a problem for waitresses who may have wished to
seek recourse against unwanted sexual comments or behavior. Jane Doe summarized:
"Well, our male boss felt free to comment on anything, including appearance
More just banter[It] never seemed to get out hand[We had] ways to get back at customers, like spitting in their drinksAgainst bossesThere was no recourseYou just took it and if you decided you couldn't take it anymore
Then there was the door, honey. "369
The tacit choices are clear. Either waitresses tolerated sexual harassment as normal or
they looked for another job. In 1979, Mackinnnon identified "shuffling," moving from
job to job to escape harassment, as a common way of dealing with harassment when the
person sees no other altemative.370 Marilyn and Mary Kay revealed in their interviews
that they had either left a job because of being treated badly by coworkers and they knew
that quitting was the only way for them to escape an abusive work situation. 371
Women bar workers in Windsor between 1965 and 1980 did experience behavior
that fits feminist definitions of sexual harassment. Second to lack of terminology, the
major problem for the women interviewed in this study was that they had no protection or
recourse from sexualized behaviour on the job. In fact, all of the women believed that the
behaviour they experienced, even if it made them feel uncomfortable or insulted, was
normal treatment of women in the bar environment. Thus, the evidence provided by the
women interviewed for this study supports Williams' argument that sexual harassment is
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fostered by both individuals and organizations who promote the sexual exploitation and
degradation of employees. 372
Changes to the liquor legislation between 1965 and 1980 liberalized the liquor
trade in Ontario. After 1965, women were legally permitted to serve liquor in licensed
establishments.

The culmination of legal, political, and cultural changes occurring

between 1965 and 1980 influenced the organization of the bar trade.

Specifically,

women's entrance into liquor service coincided with the re-organization of the bar trade
as a sexualized environment. In the 1970s women slowly gained access to the bartender
trade when the Women's Equal Employment Act legally forced employers to end sexual
discrimination in employment practices. Nevertheless, even after women formed the
majority of workers in the bar trade, the bar environment still catered primarily to the
heterosexual priorities of men. The bar trade in Windsor became highly sexualized
between 1965 and 1980 as is evident in the rise of nude entertainment. Women workers
in the bar trade were subjected to sexual harassment on the job because it was normalized
as appropriate treatment of women in their workplace.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSION
Sexual harassment of women workers in the bar trade is a manifestation of
historical conditions. Public drinking spaces continue to be a masculine domain, and all
women in those spaces become sexualized to satisfy heterosexual men's desire for access
to women's sexuality. Part of the problem is that women as a gender are identified by
society, primarily, in terms of their sexuality. The combination of these two historical
conditions creates a work environment where women are routinely sexually harassed and
the behaviour is brushed aside as "acceptable" because it occurs often without question
from the workers in the bar environment. Between 1965 and 1980, the liquor trade in
Ontario was reorganized as women's work, licensed establishments were segmented, and
heterosexual gender roles obscured that sexual objectification and sexual harassment were
an implicit problem for female bar workers.
In Ontario, women were not allowed to serve liquor until 1965. Although it
appears that women's right to serve liquor gave them immediate access to male jobs, the
women also confronted sexual divisions of labour. Women only gained gradual access to
control over liquor in male dominated professions, such as bartender.

Unlike male

workers, women liquor servers, either as waitresses or bartenders, were sexualized in the
bar trade.
With the segmentation of the liquor trade, more jobs opened up for women. This
also meant that the liquor industry became feminized, and women were hired because
they were women. In Windsor, the bar trade took on a decisively sexual character as is
evident in the participants' discussions of scanty uniforms and the proliferation of nude
entertainment in licensed establishments, including taverns.
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Sexual harassment of women in the workplace was not prohibited until 1982 in
Canada. 373 The enactment of legislation lagged far behind the cultural problem of sexual
harassment. In the bar trade, as those interviewed for this study revealed, women were
exposed to sexual objectification, sexual banter, requests for dates, sexual comments and
suggestive looks, all as normal conditions of bar labour. Historical studies of bar culture
identify the bar as a site of male bonding. While women have often been excluded as
customers, the barmaid outside of Canada has historically been the focal point of the pub,
identified as a glamour object, the focus of the male gaze, and sexual object of male
desire. In Windsor the female bar worker after 1965 was expected to be glamorous, to
use her beauty and her sex to appeal to attract customers, and through this she might
achieve praise, economic stability, and power. As Naomi Wolf suggests, women in
western society are encouraged to subscribe to a sense of worth that is detrimentally
attached to their youth and physical appearance. 374 Of course, not all women accept this
gender role, but all women have to live with the wider culture where the value of
women's beauty and sexuality offers power.

Wolf argues that, "The beauty myth

replaced the feminine mystique of domesticity."375 Female bar workers, as has been
suggested throughout this study, do not identify sexual harassment as a problem at work
because the behaviour seems "normal" for male-female relations. However, the real
problem was that the women's rights as workers in the bar trade were superseded by their
value as sex objects.
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Even the Law seems to justify the sexual harassment of bar workers because
sexual jokes and innuendo are defined as "normal" male behaviour toward women in the
bar.

The behaviour is further legitimized because it is tolerated by most of the

employees, who are statistically female. Arjun Aggarwal, a human rights professor and
labour arbitrator, explains in his 1992 book that sexual slurs and jokes [in nightclubs]
may not in themselves constitute sexual harassment. 376 He explains, "According to
decided cases, the use of profane language in the working atmosphere of night clubs
(where the audience is predominantly rowdy males, and there are rock n' roll bands,
exotic dancers and strippers), where the language was reciprocated by other employees
and was not expressly disapproved of by the complainant, amounts to 'ordinary banter'
and not sexual harassment."377 The legal explanation assumes that dirty jokes and verbal
sexual innuendo are not sexual harassment because the behaviour is "normal banter" and
not disapproved of by workers in the nightclub. It is not considered that women bar
workers are often expected and encouraged to "play along" with sexual attention, even if
they feel violated, as part of their job. No connection is drawn between the economic
dilemma waitresses' face when they must tolerate a sexual comment, touch, or grab in
order to retain tips (their economic livelihood) or keep their lucrative jobs in the liquor
industry. The Law does not consider how an individual female employee in a "rowdy"
male-dominated bar environment, who may not be supported by a union or coworkers,
can be expected to express discontent and make an affective complaint about normalized
sexual harassment.
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More research must be done to investigate the connection between dominant
heterosexual gender roles and women bar workers' silence on sexual harassment on the
job. Given that the oral evidence in this paper suggests sexual harassment is a subtle and
historical condition of bar labour, a serious reexamination of sexual harassment
legislation in its application to female bar workers must also occur. Moreover, sexual
harassment is woven into the organization of the bar trade and the problem must also be
taken up by organized labour. The sexual harassment of bar trade workers is also a social
problem. Socialized gender roles that perpetuate stereotypes and behaviours that place
women in subordinate and sexualized roles must be routinely challenged by both men and
women. As this study is not exhaustive, further research on the liquor trade in Windsor
and in other parts of Canada in the post World War Two era are needed, with a goal of
investigating the long-term affect of normalized sexual harassment in the organization of
the bar trade. As well, further analysis is needed on the racial composition of bar workers
in Windsor and across Canada. Finally, an investigation is needed on the numbers and
success rates of women bar workers who have filed sexual harassment complaints under
human rights legislation, post 1980.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire for participants:

1) Are you male or female?
2) How would categorize your ethnic or cultural heritage?
3) What labour position did you occupy as a bar industry worker?
4) What year did you enter the bar industry workforce in Windsor?
5) Where in Windsor was the drinking establishment that you worked in located?
6) How old were you when you started to work in the industry?
7) Were you married or single, a student?
8) Why did you choose employment in the service industry?
9) What type of establishment did you work in? i.e. supper club, Cocktail lounge.
10) Did you serve food or alcohol, or both?
11) Can you describe the labour conditions within the industry?
12) Did union organization exist?
13) Were the workers mostly men or women, white, immigrant, etc?
14) Was there a chain of command, can you describe it?
15) How were women treated in the workplace, by bosses, coworkers, customers and by each other?
16) How were men treated in the workplace?
17) Do you believe that a sense of equality existed amongst workers in regards to job duties job duties and
wages?
18) Did men and women ally with one another when job security was an issue?
19) In your experience do you believe that men and women workers had a sense of worker solidarity or
community? If yes then how? If no why not?
20) Were women frequent customers your place of employment? In your opinion why or why not?
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21) Were men frequent customers? In your opinion Why or why not?
22) Can you describe the character ofthe bar scene in downtown Windsor in the time period that you
worked in the industry?
23) What was the rate ofpay for your specific job?
24) Did you consider tips as wages, or as an added bonus to your hourly rate?
25) How would you describe attitudes toward women workers in your community in general?
26) How would you describe attitudes toward women workers in the bar that you worked? In the Windsor
bar industry generally? Was it a safe environment to work within?
27) Was the term sexual harassment common knowledge to you during the time period that you worked?
28) By your own definition were you ever sexually harassed at work?
29) Did you ever hear ofany coworkers being sexually harassed?
30) Did you pursue any course ofaction? Was there anyone to talk to about the assault?
31) Did any protection against abuse offemale workers exist in your workplace?
32) Who was most likely to harass?
33) How would you describe women's relationship with each other at work?
34) How would describe the relationship between men and women workers?
35) Based upon your knowledge ofthe present downtown Windsor bar scene and your knowledge ofthe
downtown bars in the past can you describe the differences and similarities?

Notes: These questions formed the basis for the interviews. In most cases the participants told detailed
narratives and the questions were used primarily as a guide for the researcher.
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Appendix B
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WINDSOR
WANTED RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
Did you work in the downtown Windsor Bar Industry between 1960 and 1980? Are you
interested in sharing your work experiences for the purposes of historical inquiry? For
further details, and to set up an interview please contact Tanya at 251-8943 and leave a call
back number.

**This Project has been approved by the Research Ethics Board at the University of Windsor**

Notes: This advertisement was placed in the Windsor Coffee New. It was also posted in local women's
shelters and crisis centers, dealing with sexual harassment.
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Appendix C. Service Trades Provinces and Cities by Kinds of Business
Windsor, Ontario, 1966

Hotel, tourist camp, and restaurant group...

Number
of
locations
313

Full year hotels, licensed........................
Full year hotels, non-licensed..................

11
1

Eating Places......................................
Eating Places with alcoholic beverages.....

138
17

Cocktail lounges, bars and night-clubs......
Taverns, beverage rooms.public houses....

4
54

Kind of Business

This table illustrates that highest number of licensed establishments in Windsor
existed in taverns, beverage rooms, and public houses,
(working-class, gender-segregated establishments)

Appendix C1. Services by Kind of Business, For Census Metropolitan Areas
of 25,000 population and over, 1971.

Accomodations and food services............

Number
of
locations
404

Full year hotels, licensed........................
Ful! year hotels, non-licensed..................

51
2

Restaurants, licensed............................
Restaurants, non-licensed......................

30
130

Taverns, beverage rooms, public houses....
Cocktail lounges, bars, night clubs.........

40
4

Kind of Business

This table illustrates a decrease in the number of taverns, beverage rooms,
and public houses and an increase in the number of licensed hotels.
These changes may reflect the popularity and competition
presented by lounges in hotel facilities.
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Appendix D. Labour Force, Occupations by Industries, Canada, 1961

Male
Bartenders..........................
Waiters and waitresses ..........

1951

n/a

Female
n/a

20,341

40,735

Male

1961

Female

9,163

267

16,810

61,954

This table illustrates an increase in the number of women in the service occupations
and a decrease in the number of men by 1961.
The 1951 census did not include bartender as a occupational category.
Appendix D1. Labour Force, By Occupations and Sex, Windsor, 1971

Male

1961

Male

Female

1971

Female

Bartenders..........

180

1

160

5

Food &
Beverage Servers....

259

859

235

1,460

In 1961 the classification of bartender was introduced.
In 1971 the census classification of waiter/waitress was changed to food and beverage
servers. The classification used in the table above represents the 1971 change.
The table shows that between 1961 and 1971 the number of women in the service trades
increased by 70 percent. It also shows that men still dominated the bartender occupation
in 1971.
Appendix D2. Selected Population, Economic Charactersitics, Census Tracts,
Windsor, 1981

Characteristics

Male

1981

Female

Total Labour Force..................

68,575

47,705

Service Occupations...............

6,710

8,780

This table illustrates that women began to outnumber men in service occupations.
The data is specific to Windsor. The data does not include a breakdown in the number
of bartenders vs. food and beverage servers. A breakdown by classification would
help to confirm or deny if women began to enter the bartender occupation in
sizeable numbers by the late 1970s and early 1980s.
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